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Many of you have seen movie versions of war, but have you ever asked yourself what it was
really like to be a fighting soldier in the Vietnam War? In Fate Unknown, the author, a member of
the famed 101st Airborne Division takes the readers to the battlefield, with boots on the ground,
as he candidly shares many of his personal experiences of his 1966 tour. He also reveals
insightful accounts from fellow soldiers of different ranks, as they saw and lived through it.
Situations and battles come into sharp focus through the eyes and ears of those whose lives
were changed forever by their tour in Vietnam. This is a compelling, insightful and nonfictional
account of a combat tour.So lace up your jungle boots and live the battle as experienced by an
airborne infantry unit during the Vietnam War. You will gain a true understanding of combat and
probably change your outlook of war.

"Memoirs of politics and wars usually become less interesting with the passing of time.
'Company Commander' is an exception...It speaks to the younger generations with almost the
same immediacy as it did to the generation of the Second World War." -- Ronald H. Spector,
from his Introduction"Nowhere is there a more honest, unassuming portrayal of the hopes and
dreams and fears of a young infantry captain..." ― Saturday Review"Impressive." ― The New
York TimesAbout the AuthorThe late Charles B. MacDonald also wrote A Time for Trumpets and
other books. After the war (in which he was awarded the Purple Heart and the the Silver Star) he
became and official Army Historian, retiring as Deputy Chief Historian in 1979. He died in 1990.
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serving with the 101st that have made the Division known throughout the world and feared by
our enemies—this book is dedicated to you.Special thanks to Billy “Abu One Zero” Robbins for
all his encouragement to embark on this mission.And last, but not least, this book is especially
dedicated to my wife of over 47 years, Irene. She has always been there in the most troubling of
times, and in my life Irene has been the greatest influence of all.* * *AcknowledgmentsSpecial
military consultants: LTC Billy R. Robbins (USA Ret.), Major Eugene R. New (USA Ret.), CSM
Robert A. Press, (USA Ret.)Special civilian consultants: Kathryn Hughes, Tampa, FL and Laura
McCormack of The Villages, FLCHAPTER 1Professional Private First ClassAs a normal, free-
spirited child playing war using sticks for rifles, or Cowboys and Indians with cap guns…death
had no meaning. We played dead like the characters seen on television, without ever knowing its
true meaning. Even into my teen years death was something that only happened to older people
like grandparents. The war however, changed everything. I realized that once exposed to the
cruelties of war, there is no returning to the innocence of youth.My name is Galen Gene Mitchell.
I was born on August 8, 1944 in Chester, Pennsylvania, to Laurene “Rene” Keilmann and Joseph
Allen Mitchell. My mother named me after a doctor she knew named Galen Young. It’s an
unusual name to say the least, but women have always seemed to like it. The name actually
dates all the way back to the Romans; there was a man named Galen of Greek bloodlines who
became the personal physician for Julius Caesar. Additionally, he was the doctor for the
gladiators, whom he used as subjects to perfect his study of anatomy. This Roman Doctor Galen
also invented state of the art surgical tools. The name Galen has been linked to several other
emperors and prominent members of the Roman society. My mother was an LPN (licensed
practical nurse) by profession, but later became a full-time housewife and devoted mother of six
children. She always made sure there was food on the table for all us kids when we were
growing up. There’s no doubt my mother liked my name, but she never had any thoughts of me
becoming a doctor. In fact, about the closest I ever came to it was by acquiring some first aid
training in the Army and then applying some of those skills, like bandaging up wounds and
giving out morphine shots, to my wounded men in Vietnam.My father was a welder by trade. He
worked mainly for Westinghouse, but the company always seemed to be out on strike, one time
for a year and a half. During that period Mom became both the bread winner and the bread
maker. Mom was a local product of nearby Parkside, Pennsylvania, and was from a middle-class
family. Dad was from a poor family of Greensboro, Maryland. His entire family had migrated to
Chester, Pennsylvania in search of jobs because the area was the most industrialized in the
country.We were a poor family who saved money everywhere we could. For instance, my dad
gave us haircuts, and I even put cardboard from cereal box tops in my shoes because of holes in
the soles in order to go to school. Mom and Dad grew up during the Great Depression and were
frugal about everything. If you came out of the kitchen and left the light on Dad was all over you
like a cheap suit.When I was about eight years old we moved to a small town named Upland; it
was located right next to Chester where I had grown up. Once, when Pop was on strike for over a
year, our shoes were so badly worn we couldn’t walk to the Upland school which we attended. I



remember the principal knocking on our door to see why we weren’t in school. Well after my
father explained why, the principal commenced to quote the law to my Dad. That was a big
mistake, as Dad quickly went after him, with the principal making a quick retreat. My Dad said, “If
you want them in school, you buy them shoes.” The cops showed up a short time later, however
nothing happened except for a few days later we had shoes. I believe they were from the school,
but I really don’t know for sure. We were a close family. Mom was a great cook so we ate well.
You just didn’t ever want to be late for dinner because the food would be gone. I was always the
first at the table and the last one to leave.I joined the Boy Scouts, enjoying camping out, cooking
breakfast, making beans and weenies for supper and sleeping under the stars, which for a city
kid was an unbelievable experience. I never had a clue that I would be doing that for a living with
a career in the Army. There were many lessons learned that carried over from scouting to the
military which helped to shape my successful military career…the most important of which was
discipline. Pop also was a strict disciplinarian and a firm believer in corporal punishment, as
were many from that era, unlike today’s kinder and gentler approach. We ended up none the
worse for wear from it. That lasted until I was about thirteen years old, when I had the cojones to
stand up to him. He never put a hand on me after that.At the age of thirteen I also began to hang
out with the older guys that I met playing football. They had a bad influence on me. I began
smoking, chasing girls with those raging wild oats my body was making, learning to play penny
poker, and drinking beer. One time while four or five of us were in a car drinking, the cops
stopped us. I ended up having to go to juvenile court, receiving a fine plus a warning.My English
teacher, Miss Mabel Jackson, was also the detention teacher. I was always in there for one
reason or another, primarily for not doing the homework she had assigned me. The last to be let
go at 5:30 pm each night, I walked home in the dark many a night. Hell, I thought I was going to
night school. There was no love loss here as our relationship culminated into one of hate. Once
having said she would break me, naturally with my stubbornness I flunked English, which was
mandatory to pass, despite passing all other subjects with some A’s and B’s. At this point I was
ruined, and had the same result the following year. After all, I wasn’t about to get up in front of
the class and recite poetry like some candy ass or do book reports for homework. There was too
much going on in the streets for that kind of stuff.When I turned fifteen, I lied about my age in
order to work in a factory on third shift. It felt really good to be earning my own money and paying
for my own clothes and room and board. This lasted about three months. One Friday night, while
out drinking and double dating with my friend Bob Richmond, we all drove to my work place.
Upon arrival, I told them to wait in the car for ten minutes; I went in and quit, returning to party
hard. At the time, it was a tough choice, but school was getting ready to start anyway. At sixteen
years old, I quit school and continued to aimlessly go nowhere until I turned seventeen. On 21
August 1961, after having my parents sign some papers and getting a couple teachers to write
letters for me, I went into the Army. And no, Miss Jackson was not one of them. Had I not joined
the Army, I probably would have ended up in jail, only going in through the back door as an
inmate instead of working in one for a second career and going in and out through the main



entrance.We arrived for Basic Training at Fort Jackson, South Carolina, about 0300 hours, after
flight delays and a bus ride. I spent the first hour learning to make my bunk bed with hospital
corners, and finally about 0400 hours they let us rack out. At 0500 hours, in they came,
screaming and hollering at us to get up and make our beds. My immediate thought was, “Oh no,
what the heck did I get myself into.” I ended up with an upper respiratory infection and spent
three days in the hospital while my newly met friends from Philly moved on to basic in nice
wooden barracks. I ended up in tent city with crushed coal roads. We wore combat boots to and
from the shower because if you didn’t, by the time you got back to the tent, your ankles were
black from the crushed coal. They made us roll the sides of the tents up every day for ventilation
for the August heat, and the wind was constantly blowing the dust and dirt around inside. I ate
more dirt than a worm while I was there.Author with M-1 rifle during Basic Training in Tent City at
Ft. Jackson, S.C. in October 1961.After several weeks, I was granted a pass for the main post
area. I was enjoying a beer at the canteen on Tank Hill when someone pointed skyward and
said, “Hey look!” We observed men and their parachutes dropping out of Air Force planes. As
the parachutes opened, the men drifted downward and disappeared behind buildings and trees.
A few hours later several paratroopers came into the canteen dressed in outstanding class-A
khaki uniforms and spit-shined jump boots. They were quickly swamped by trainees asking
questions. The paratroopers looked better than any cadre we had in basic training! I was
hooked, and soon volunteered for airborne.After basic training, I stayed at Fort Jackson for AIT
(advanced infantry training). This was much easier than basic with a lot less harassment, plus
we were in wooden barracks. Then it was on to Fort Benning, Georgia for jump school—so much
for the laid back training of AIT. We had a week before jump school started, so actually it was
four weeks of intense training. Anytime we stepped out of a building we had to either double time
or run to wherever we were going. If you were caught walking, the penalty was push-ups.
Running, sit ups and pushups were the key points of emphasis throughout the course. During
our lunch time, we all ran at least a mile to the mess hall, did sit-ups, and then quickly ate our
food with screaming cadre hovering over us like a screaming buzzard before we ran back to the
training area. That was all taking place in the Georgia heat, with quite a few men falling out to
throw up and then quickly rejoining the formation. Whenever we were given a ten-minute smoke
break at the school, we had to run about a quarter mile to our break area. At the end of the
break, our platoon (a unit of approximately 43 men) formed up and a sergeant would tell us
where our next class was—naturally it was always back where we came from or a quarter mile
away. At the end of jump school one of the requirements was to complete a five mile run or flunk
out. Later, a three to five mile run following other physical training was common practice in the
airborne units.During jump school training, none of us had any rank; each of us was given a
number which was painted on our steel helmet. Consequently, a trainee never knew if they were
standing next to a captain or a private. There was an inspection every morning, and if a trainee
accumulated too many demerits they were flunked out of the school. I was going along great
with no demerits the first couple weeks. I decided one night to shave my head, as most of us did



to beat the heat and prevent gigs, and during inspection on the following morning, I got a demerit
for needing a haircut. One gig short of flunking puts a lot of pressure on an individual. I finally
figured out that putting pressure on us was the whole purpose. There was a blackboard outside
of the cadre building and the cadre would exit and place student numbers on the board every
time a man broke a rule or got a demerit. If anyone was a screw up, they were harassed by every
cadre every place they went, and most ended up quitting the jump school program. One day
after lunch I found my number on the blackboard, apparently for some dumb thing I had done in
the morning. I was sure glad it was on there for only half a day. With approximately four hundred
soldiers in the class, the numbers on the blackboard changed frequently, unless they were a real
dud. All I can say is that Miss Jackson’s blackboard and detention was petty in comparison to
this forced fed learning curve and harassment.After completing jump school, Basic Airborne
Class # 22, on 23 February 1962, I was assigned to B Company, 506th Airborne Battle Group of
the 101st Airborne Division at Fort Campbell, Kentucky. The unit paralleled jump school in many
ways, with a wakeup call every day at zero dark thirty (0500 hours), with the first hour devoted to
making our bunks in a way that would bounce a coin, dressing into our physical training uniform
(PT), and taking care of personal hygiene needs. Formation began sharply at 0600 hours with
inspection and accountability, followed by PT, which culminated with a three to five mile run.
These units were firm believers in the lean and mean philosophy. We were in such great shape
at the time that troopers could get in at 0500 hours, still drunk from a night of heavy drinking in
town, and complete the five mile runs without a hitch. They were damn sure sober when the run
was over. Between 0700 hours and 0830 hours, there were showers, barrack maintenance, and
breakfast; with every squad (a unit of 10 or 11 men) and platoon having specific areas of
cleanup. Teams would rotate to chow and barracks cleanup. During the 0830 hours formation,
uniforms were inspected for clean starched fatigues and spit-shined jump boots. The remainder
of the day varied daily and included classes on all kinds of military subjects, weapon’s
maintenance, etc.The one thing I quickly learned was attention to detail and organization.
Everything had to be in a specific place and lined up with the tile blocks of the floor, to include
footlockers, beds, and footgear, so if you stood at the opening of a platoon bay, everything would
be in perfect alignment. This was standard operating procedure (SOP) on a daily basis, not just
for inspections, while just becoming a routine way of life. Troopers had to come up to standards
or face the wrath from peers. A trooper would face court at night or get knocked on his butt if he
walked down the center aisle of the platoon bay, which received a coat of paste wax every day.
After all the sergeants were gone for the day, court was held by the old timers and all the cherry
jumpers (only 5 jumps and just out of jump school) had to appear. The court and jury would give
out sanctions such as giving a dirt bag a shower with hard bristled brushes and making
someone participate in “blanket parties.” I’ve seen sergeants move men out of the barracks and
into a pup tent for being a real goat-smelling dirt bag. Teamwork and unity was stressed, and if
the paratrooper couldn’t measure up quickly, he was run off either by his peers or the sergeants.
Those who couldn’t cut it would have their jump status terminated and be reassigned to a leg



unit (non-airborne unit). It was not unusual in those days for troopers who had not gotten any
inspection gigs to be out on a pass on a Saturday afternoon, and see men in the street breaking
rocks with a sledgehammer because they had received discipline from the Company (an Army
unit of about 225 men at that time) Commander in the form of an Article 15.I was a natural,
except for a few hiccups along the way. An example of one such hiccup was going to the field for
the first time on a night movement and breaking contact, as branches were smacking me in the
face, when all of a sudden the man in front of me disappeared. Before that field trip was over, I
was number one on their most wanted shit list for a while and was getting my ass smoked.
Thankfully there were several cherries besides me that had been recently assigned to the
platoon. I rapidly assimilated into the unit, while earning the respect of peers and supervisors.
This helped me to hone military skills that would give me a foundation to greatly enhance my
future military career.Jump pay for the enlisted troopers was $55 a month and for the officers, it
was $110. A large part of our pay was spent on laundry for breaking starch every day on our
uniforms. The fatigues were so heavily starched they could stand up on their own and appeared
to be frozen stiff. We had to run our hands through the sleeves and pant legs before they could
be put on– thus the expression of “breaking starch.” There was also the additional expense of
mandatory weekly haircuts for Saturday inspections, which cost 50¢. A typical laundry bill was
$20 to $25 a month, and cigarettes ran $1.80 a carton or 18¢ a pack. Wow, imagine that! Of
course it was all relative in that as a Private First Class (PFC) my pay was $99.37 per month. My
jump pay was huge and more than half of my base pay per month.I also became a professional
Private First Class for my first enlistment, which came about because of my stubbornness. The
company’s policy was that to be promoted after being selected by squad and platoon sergeants,
a trooper had to appear before a promotion board consisting of the platoon and first sergeants
who asked questions of the trooper pertaining to job skills. If a soldier finished in the top three,
the policy was he didn’t have to reappear and was promoted as the allocations became
available to the company. I finished second, and the following month I was told I had to reappear.
Based on the policy, I refused. I had to report to the Company Commander, who asked me why I
had refused; after informing him of my reason, the Company Commander dismissed me. The
following day First Sergeant Grady Trainer, whom we called Gravy Train, called me to the orderly
room and said, “I heard what you told the Company Commander and if you had told me that I
would have knocked you on your ass!” My thoughts were, “If you had asked me I would have told
you the same thing.” Then he said, “As long as you’re in my company you’ll never get promoted,
now get your ass out of here!” Well, my peers were promoted, but no one ever harassed me
because I knew more than any other Private First Class and many who were promoted. I
remained a professional Private First Class in the Bravo Bulls of the 506th.I took the General
Education Development (GED) tests as the unit schedule allowed, and passed each one to
receive my equivalent of a high school education of twelve years. Others had to go to classes for
months in order to pass these tests, so I guess I wasn’t all that dumb after all. After completing
jump school I realized that I could accomplish anything I set my mind to.My enlistment was up in



August 1964 after three years in the Army. I returned home to Pennsylvania where my best friend
Bob Richmond talked me into going to work for General Motors, in Newark, Delaware; it was one
of the highest paying jobs around the area at the time. It didn’t take long to become disillusioned
with the repetitive and boring assembly line job, where I had to perform the same task roughly
every two minutes. One day I was working with a man who had worked there over forty years
and was about to retire, when it occurred to me that I couldn’t see myself continuing this sort of
work and wanted something more out of life. Additionally, I was missing my old flame, Carol,
from Hopkinsville, Kentucky, with who at one time I mistakenly thought I was in love with. So,
after eighty seven days, I reenlisted in the Army and returned to Fort Campbell, Kentucky. Had it
been ninety days or more, I would have lost my stripe or rank.On my return, I was assigned to A
Company, 1st Battalion (an Army unit of 4 to 5 companies), and 501st Airborne Infantry and
immediately was jilted by Carol, who had hooked up with an Air Force guy—a leg (non-airborne)
of all people—while breaking my faithful heart. Faced with three more years of service, I decided
to make the best of it–get promoted to make as much money as possible and then get out. As I
was sitting on my footlocker spit shining my boots one day after training, First Sergeant DuPont
approached and asked me my name. After replying Mitchell he said, “You know you have more
time and grade as a PFC than anyone in the Battalion–over three years. We’ll have to get you
promoted to Spec/4.”(Specialist Forth Class) I’m thinking, “Sure,” but then a week or so later I
received orders promoting me to Specialist Fourth Class, no board or anything. I was definitely
surprised. My base pay rose to $194.70 per month. It wasn’t long before Platoon Sergeant
Rivera had me running a Fire Team, doing the job of a sergeant; it was interesting and allowed
me to gain additional experience. After several months, First Sergeant DuPont summoned me to
the orderly room to inform me he had been tasked to find the best men in the company to fill
some slots in a unit that was going to combat in the Southeast Asian country of Vietnam. I
volunteered, and on May 20, 1965 was assigned to A Company, 1st Battalion, 327th Airborne
Infantry of the 1st Brigade.“War is delightful to those who have had no experience of
it.”~Desiderius Erasmus, Dutch author, philosopher, & scholar. (1466-1536)We had about six
weeks before moving out to Vietnam. Everyone took a 14-day leave of absence to go home, and
the rest of the time they devoted to weapons qualification, familiarization of all the weapons in
the unit, squad and platoon formations, plus arm and hand signals.On my leave of absence, I
visited a friend named Irene. I had known her for some time and it was strictly a platonic
relationship. We hung out at a place named “Bernie’s,” which was a local hoagie shop that had a
juke box and pool table that many of us teenagers had often gathered at. I learned that Irene and
her 21-month-old daughter were living with her father, who was helping her to get a divorce from
an abusive marriage. Irene’s husband had taken to beating her and once even broke her nose.
She promised to write me and keep me up to date about home, our mutual friends and the
happenings about town.CHAPTER 2History of The Abu MascotSoldiers assigned to A
Company 1/327th Infantry learn that the company is called Abu (pronounced Ay-Boo). But just
how exactly did the name come about? The Abu’s actually evolved from another unit, the Ibu,



AKA (also known as) I Company of the 187th Regiment Combat Team (RCT). As the story goes,
in 1952 the companies of the 187th decided rather than use standard military phonetics (i.e.
Able, Baker, Charlie etc.) to identify themselves, they would give themselves animal names: L
Company became Lion, M Company became Mighty Moose, and K Company became King
Kong. But poor I Company found that the only animal that began with an “I” was a wading bird
called an Ibis. This was a wimpy looking tropical wading bird with a downward curved beak; it
obviously would not do justice as the mascot of an airborne unit. It was the I Company
Commander, Captain Shannon and his XO, Lieutenant Patrenus, who came up with the mythical
Ibu (in fact, Ibu is the acronym for Is Best Unit). Then all they had to do was decide what this
mythical creature would look like.Remarkably, they accomplished this task in a very short time;
they just took various parts of the mascots from other units and then put them all together. The
Ibu ended up with a gorilla’s body, a lion’s head, a moose’s horns, and an alligator’s tail to help
stabilize the Ibu and make him amphibious. Lastly, the Ibu was given Corcoran jump boots and
human hands. The original Ibu (I Boo) did not wear a parachute, nor clutch a pistol in its right
hand and a knife in its left hand; these features were added over time as the mascot
evolved.After the Korea War, the 187th RCT was deactivated. Then in 1956, when the 101st
Airborne Division was reactivated and I Company 187th RCT was activated, it was incorporated
into the 1/327th Infantry. Instead of bowing out gracefully, Ibu, the beloved mythical mascot and
fierce figure of yesteryear, simply changed its name to Abu, to fit its new company designation—
A Company, 1/327th Infantry. The Abu proliferated quickly, finding its way on to the units’
company signs, orderly room and platoon bay walls, as well as tattoos on the left calves of proud
paratroopers. Additionally, the image of a ten-foot Abu sprung up in front of the mess hall of
building 6930 facing the company street. He leaped into the hearts of all who served in the
mighty Abu Company, 1/327th. ABU! Above the Rest!Although still an Abu, the current mascot of
Abu, 1/327th, has changed with the times. They are no longer airborne, arriving into battle by
helicopters; they are now airmobile, arriving instead by helicopters. The parachute is gone but
the tradition of the Abu mascot lives on. Today’s Abu Company continues the heritage and
standards previously set by those who preceded them.The history of the Abu mascot was
provided to me courtesy of John C. Haughain, a former Abu paratrooper who served in Vietnam
with the 4th Infantry Division during the Tet offensive. Abu John was originally from England.
Thanks for your service. You are truly “Above the Rest!”PFC John C. Haughain, Abu Company
member and Vietnam Veteran. Courtesy of John C. Haughain.Our beloved Abu mascot that
began in 1952 and is still in existence today with Abu Company, 1/327th. Courtesy of LTC. Billy
“One Zero” Robbins (USA Ret.)CHAPTER 3USNS General Leroy EltingeWe departed Fort
Campbell and Campbell Army Air-Field by civilian commercial aircraft, on the evening of 6 July
1965. I was somewhat surprised the Air Force wasn’t doing the transport, but after all, what did a
peon like me really know. The flight to San Francisco went smoothly, and it reminded me of
being in a bar in Hop-Town (Hopkinsville, Kentucky) on a Friday or Saturday night.Our duffle
bags were stowed and we boarded the plane carrying only our standard issued service-rifle, the



M-16. Upon entering the aircraft, we were greeted by several truly beautiful Stewardesses. I
mean they were knock-out gorgeous beauties. In those days there was no such thing as equal
opportunity; being a natural beauty was a prerequisite of the job.Once the flight leveled off, most
of the troopers never did; they were in love at first sight. The local bars normally had one or two
waitresses who generally were married and had a boyfriend on the side, sometimes even the
bartender. Most of the time there were a few dozen drunken troopers, each of them thinking they
were the best looking of the bunch, and each of them thinking they would be the only one that
would win her heart and take her home for the night. This flight wasn’t much different and
troopers didn’t necessarily need booze to be struck by the love bug. But for the most part,
leaders kept things under control until the lights went out and they finally dozed off. While others
slept, some played cards, some shot dice, and after the lights were dimmed, the booze came
out. Troopers were trading their wings for the stewardess’ wings, phone numbers, etc. A couple
of them were just as wild as the paratroopers on board. No, this wasn’t Spirit Airlines, but the
plane was definitely full of free spirits. This also was the first time I had ever heard of the Mile
High Club. The girls were very nice about the whole situation, and although they were probably
used to getting some attention, I seriously doubt they had ever experienced a prior flight with
over a hundred young virile men as passengers at one time. Some let their hair down as much
as the men and it was a fun flight. Perhaps the stewardesses realized many of the men would
never return. This flight was special in more ways than one, as their next one might be an angel
flight.By the end of the flight, a real special bond had developed between us all. As we
approached the exit, the stewardesses were lined up and adorned with pinned on 101st
patches, name tapes, cloth jump wings, and even some metal jump wings. One of the
stewardesses was even wearing one of the trooper’s dog tags. The troopers proudly wore the
lipstick imprints on their cheeks from being kissed by a stewardess. As they left the aircraft, just
about every trooper received a kiss or a hug, along with lots of good luck wishes. A few of the
well-wishers had real tears running down their cheeks.Next we took buses to Oakland Army
terminal, where we were greeted by an Army Band, Red Cross Donut Dollies who were
dispensing coffee and doughnuts, and a ship sitting dockside, bearing the name USNS General
LeRoy Eltinge on its bow. It was nice of the Red Cross to volunteer their time to see us off and
provide some small but special treats; it was a totally unexpected surprise and appreciated
gesture. This was my first contact with a Donut Dolly; I had never heard that expression before.
We mingled around, drinking some coffee while waiting the word to board.The USNS General
LeRoy Eltinge was first launched in September of 1944 and already was over 20 years old. It
was solid grey in color and was not in the best of shape. In fact, I cannot recall anything inside or
outside on this relic that wasn’t grey. The rumor was it had recently been taken out of mothballs
for this mission. Without a doubt, it had seen better days when it was used primarily as a cargo
and troop carrier vessel. It measured 522 feet, 10 inches long, and had a beam of 71 feet, 6
inches. After we loaded onto the boat, the deck quickly became crowded. An unidentified
trooper from Arizona remarked, “Gee, I wonder what battle General Eltinge lost to have it named



after him?” A voice from the crowded deck informed him, “He was Custer’s S-2.” The S-2 of all
Army units, from battalion on up, is the intelligence section. It has been suggested by some
historians that George Custer, a respected U.S. Army officer and cavalryman, suffered a
disastrous defeat in The Battle of Little Bighorn against a coalition of Native American Indian
tribes, partially due to inadequate intelligence-gathering (reconnaissance) and his failure to
heed the warnings of his Crow scouts. In the Army, every infantry soldier learns the acronym
SAULTE, which stands for size, activity, unit, location, time, and equipment.Author note: See
Annex A for Movement Order and list of original Boat Troopers.We departed in early evening
and passed under the Golden Gate Bridge into the bay. The wind was blowing and I was struck
by how cool it was, especially since this was July on the west coast. I quickly went to put on my
field jacket, and returned to see a last glimpse of the United States. Our unit was housed five or
six floors/decks down, where we slept on canvas cots stacked four high and about 18 inches
apart. Every morning, except for the cleanup detail, all others had to go up top to the main deck.
It didn’t take long to realize how over-crowded the Eltinge was, I suppose to keep the unit intact.
There were thousands of troopers and I could hardly move as some men played cards, shot dice
or slept while others smoked and joked.The overcrowded USNS General LeRoy Eltinge enroute
to Cam Ranh Bay. Courtesy of LTC Billy R. Robbins (USA Ret)The chow line ran all over the
boat, up and down stairs, through doorways or whatever the navy calls them. About half way
there I was totally lost and by talking with the men around me, found we were all in the same
boat. Every door, stairs and hallway all looked the same and everything was painted Navy Deck
Grey. The chow line was continuous because as soon as breakfast was over, they started
serving lunch, and then supper. Upon arrival, we entered this big room and went through the
chow line. The room was made entirely of steel; there was poor circulation and it was hot as hell.
Not only were the cooks sweating profusely, but so were the walls. Once through the chow line,
we ate standing since the tables were about the width of the tray and chest high. The boat was
rocking; those that were finished eating looked like they were ice skating on the wet slippery
floor, with one man falling on his fourth point of contact (buttocks) as they were leaving. Trays
were sliding off the make shift tables that were held up by two-by-fours. A trooper on the other
side of the room turned around and barfed all over the floor. This caused some of the troopers to
start laughing, but caused another to barf. Even on jumps there is always one or two that get sick
and other troopers are quick to seize the moment to mess with them. One man hollered out,
“Barf in the tray so we can save the big pieces.” Oh this place sure didn’t smell like a mother’s
kitchen at all. Yeah, this man’s Merchant Marines were a real class act and I suppose they
perceived it to be a four or five star dining facility. Some men resorted to skipping meals, but real
men would have none of that, so they just dealt with it and drove on to the airborne objective as
trained to do so many times. Our hard times and hardships were only the beginning of what
would lay ahead for us.One day I reported to the kitchen for my Kitchen Police (KP) duty. A cook
handed me a small knife, took me to this huge room (hole) and said, “Get peeling!” I couldn’t
believe the sight before me—this huge room, the size of a whole house, was filled with potatoes



from floor to ceiling, and there were a couple dozen troopers already at work. At least back at
Fort Campbell there were actual potato peelers. I’m not even sure a potato farmer has seen that
many spuds in one place before. We sat on big steel cooking pots, and as we peeled them we
threw the potatoes into another pot filled with water. I was glad to see the day end, and the only
damn thing I learned was that thousands of men can devour a lot of damn spuds in one day.After
a couple days we received word that the showers were now open, so I stripped down to my
boxers, grabbed a towel and a bar of soap, and took off to beat the crowd. On arrival, all the
shower heads were already taken. As I waited for my turn, the troopers in the showers were
lathering up when suddenly they began cursing and bitching because the soap would not rinse
off. The soap just became a white paste all over them from the salt water, as if they were
smeared with toothpaste. Some had it all in their hair, a couple all over their arms, and one of
them even all over his private parts. I thought, “Oh shit, I’m not getting in there.” There were a few
serious troopers waiting and making comments like, “Why won’t it rinse off?” and as someone
entered the room, “What’s going on?” I felt elated now by not being the first to arrive and I began
to see the humor of the situation at hand. I jokingly told a black trooper from my squad by the
named of Private First Class David T. Rogers, who was tall, thin, lanky and always was a happy-
go-lucky soldier, “Hey Rogers, you look good man.” He still found a smile even though the rest
were some unhappy campers. I beat feet out of there. We weren’t sure if this was some kind of
joke by the Merchant Marines or an honest mistake. They turned on the water every other day for
showers and the next time issued us soap that worked in salt water. As they say, just another day
in this man’s Army.John T. Humphries took us to the bow of the boat one morning for physical
training, but due to the rough seas, that idea was quickly abandoned to prevent any injuries. The
up and down motion of the boat was throwing us around the deck like rag dolls, requiring some
quick PLFs (Parachute landing falls). Our platoon sergeant, whom everyone just called John T.,
was a slightly rotund Korea war veteran. His appearance was deceptive, however, as he made
the daily runs and kept up with the best troopers. I recall one time shortly after arrival we were
training on hand and arm signals, when he caught a man not paying attention and jumped in his
shit like he was a drop zone. The trooper told the platoon sergeant that he already had this
training in his previous unit. Whoa trooper…wrong answer! John T. said he didn’t give a damn
what he learned in his previous unit and he was going to learn 3rd platoon’s arm and hand
signals. There was absolutely no question who the MMFIC (main mother fuc-er in charge) was
of this unit.I was 20 years old at the time and viewed Platoon Sergeant Humphries as being
really old. In making contact with him some 40 years later, I asked how old he was back then. I
was shocked when he told me he was thirty five. There’s a lot more than beauty held in the eye
of the beholder. He passed away before I could hook up with him for a visit. At the time, I wrote
the following:PSG John T. Humphries, Qui Nhon, October 1965.John T. Humphries recently
soared from the mandatory muster we all must answer to. “Jumping” John T. was an Ibu and
original Abu going back to 1952. He had Abu tattooed on his left calf and was our Platoon
Sergeant when we deployed to Vietnam on the USNS Eltinge in July of 1965.We were fortunate



to have a leader with combat experience from the 187th Regimental Combat Team in Korea. As
John T. honed our skills we became a fighting force to be reckoned with by our
enemies.“Jumping” John T. Humphries went from the wings of eagles to the wings of angels on
26 April 2007. May this great eagle finally have found peace on a perch in heaven…that elusive
peace that evades a soldier while here on earth.~Written 23 July 2007, By Sgt. Galen G.
MitchellAfter the PT fiasco on deck, someone pointing forward of the boat and its bow hollered,
“Look…flying fish!” Several of us made our way to him and were astonished to see fish flying
through the air out in front of the boat, way ahead of where the boat was breaking water. I
observed it for quite some time, not because of something never seen before, but because of
the tranquility and quality of the time. The experience was enhanced by the wind blowing clean
fresh salt air into my face. I would return there several times during this cruise and on one
occasion even saw dolphins running with the boat in a somewhat playful gesture.As we moved
along it became warmer and downright hot as the trip grew longer. The bowels of the boat where
we slept became too hot with stinking stale air and everyone started sleeping on deck to escape
it. How we never lost a man overboard in the night was a surprise to me, since they slept on the
edge of the deck without even a safety rope or rail. This relic of a boat broke down enroute and
we just aimlessly floated around, bobbing up and down for about a day and a half until the
engine crew had it running again. We limped in or slowly made our way to Subic Bay in the
Philippines for repairs.Once there we were allowed to go ashore for a four hour period and
began exploring the Naval Base. Everyone pretty much ended up in the one or two bars located
on the base, because a bunch of paratroopers could find a bar faster than an alcoholic
bloodhound. We were putting down some local beers by the name of San Miguel’s, but the only
problem was they had twice as much, if not more, the alcohol content than did American beer.
After being pent up for some time, troopers do store up a lot of aggression, and if no one is
around to take it out on, they start fighting between units for entertainment. Fights broke out and
the bars started getting torn up, so they sent the Navy Shore Patrol to control us. That didn’t go
over too well; it ended in a standoff until our MP’s (military police) arrived and the base
commander ordered us to return to the boat. I suppose he gave our brass a piece of his mind.
We were confined to the boat for about two days until the repairs were made, and then our
luxury cruise continued. Chaplain Bowers stated to us, “Twelve years ago I rode this same ship
to Europe.” Now how’s that for a rugged cross to bear? First Sergeant Robert A. Press told us he
had made several trips across on troop carriers and this was the worst ship he had ever been
on.This luxury excursion is summed up best in the following poem, which is all factual, including
the trooper in the Brig.THAT RUSTING CRATE~A poem by Peter S. GriffinOrders were cut, the
men well trained,The 1st Brigade of 101st Airborne fame….3700 Paratroopers, all hand-
picked,To Viet Nam, they’d soon be shipped….In early July of 1965,At Oakland terminal, we did
arrive….Thoughts of combat, we had surmised,But not the hulk that met our eyes….“Donut
Dollies”, cheerfully, gave us their wares,As if to lessen, our growing fears….Donuts and coffee,
not enough to relieve,Life on land, we’d soon grieve….Moored to the dock, The “USNS



GENERAL LEROY ELTINGE”,On THAT RUSTINNG CRATE our lives would hinge….!A
mothballed troopship, of years gone by,Crossing on it, would we survive….?Was it seaworthy? ,
would it stay afloat….?Drowned in saltwater, our bodies would bloat….All envisioned a watery
grave,Against a shark, could you be brave….?Only 510 feet from bow to stern,Of personal
space, all would yearn….Fighting the crowd, to get to the rail,Bumping each other, like cows
corralled….Moored in place, for two long nights,Staring at the city’s lights….San Francisco, a
great place to be,But California, we had not come to see….Finally, we were underway,Passing
Alcatraz, along the way….Then, under the Golden Gate, we passed,Wondering, how long, this
voyage, to last….?Entering, the pacific, oh so blue,Thousands of jellyfish, of many hues….Flying
fish led the way,From this prison, none would stray….Chow lines ringed the ship, all the long
day,Standing at tables, we ate that way….As soldiers regurgitated, in their trays,The swaying of
the ship slid it your way….Saltwater showers, soap, no lather,On the decks, friends, struggled, to
gather….On THAT RUSTING CRATE, there were no latrines….!“Oh My God”, I heard someone
scream….!Sweltering holes, in the bowels of the ship,Personal space just did not
exist….Stacked four high, on canvass cots,Swaying of sea, stomachs in knots….The man above
you empties his guts,Drenched in vomit, just your luck….Wiping yourself, with your last
towel,Thanking God, it be not, his bowels….Every day, they broke up fights,Hoping no one,
pulled a knife….Quarters too cramped, nerves too frayed,To keep the peace, our Chaplains
prayed….!Boredom became everyone’s enemy,Gambling, not considered obscenity….Not
much to do, see or read,A fight or two, to make them bleed….!One day, all fought for the
rails,Excitement!, the carcass of a whale….In its center, a huge, bloody crater,Feeding
Albatrosses was “Mother Nature”….Across the ocean, we plodded along,Of Terra Firma, we did
long….Ten long days and nights, at sea,No gravy, in this damned navy….There was no laundry,
on the boat,We tied our fatigues, to a rope….Across the water, they would skip,Saltwater
stained, as they dripped….No room at the bow, but….we attempted PT,Like the Macarena,
barely, could touch our knees….By the numbers, one, two, three, four,“Tell the people, what she
wore”….Only peanut brittle, sold at the ships store,Boxes of “Pecos Pete”, we did
hoard….“Crunch, crunch, crunch”, became an annoying sound,One more bite, we’d go twelve
rounds….!On clear nights, a movie, some saw,Only a small unit, could answer that call….Too
many men, for all to see,A sudden downpour, our first fatality….!A trooper asleep, on a lower
deck,The stairwell crowded, getting wet….Unknowingly, a soldier leapt,Landing full force,
crushing his chest….!No space, so into the brig, his body went,No air-conditioning to purge
deaths scent..Suddenly all was quiet, not a sound,The engines failed, our hearts did
pound….For a solid day, we were adrift,FATE UNKNOWN– Reflections of a Combat
TourCopyright © Galen G. Mitchell, 2014All rights reserved. No part of this book may be
reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical, including
photocopying, recording, or any information storage and retrieval system without written
permission from the copyright owner, except for the inclusion of brief quotations in a
review.Published by: Labuela Enterprises, LLC.Category: Autobiography, Vietnam, Military,
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all his encouragement to embark on this mission.And last, but not least, this book is especially
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McCormack of The Villages, FLCHAPTER 1Professional Private First ClassAs a normal, free-
spirited child playing war using sticks for rifles, or Cowboys and Indians with cap guns…death
had no meaning. We played dead like the characters seen on television, without ever knowing its
true meaning. Even into my teen years death was something that only happened to older people
like grandparents. The war however, changed everything. I realized that once exposed to the
cruelties of war, there is no returning to the innocence of youth.My name is Galen Gene Mitchell.
I was born on August 8, 1944 in Chester, Pennsylvania, to Laurene “Rene” Keilmann and Joseph
Allen Mitchell. My mother named me after a doctor she knew named Galen Young. It’s an
unusual name to say the least, but women have always seemed to like it. The name actually
dates all the way back to the Romans; there was a man named Galen of Greek bloodlines who
became the personal physician for Julius Caesar. Additionally, he was the doctor for the
gladiators, whom he used as subjects to perfect his study of anatomy. This Roman Doctor Galen
also invented state of the art surgical tools. The name Galen has been linked to several other
emperors and prominent members of the Roman society. My mother was an LPN (licensed
practical nurse) by profession, but later became a full-time housewife and devoted mother of six
children. She always made sure there was food on the table for all us kids when we were
growing up. There’s no doubt my mother liked my name, but she never had any thoughts of me
becoming a doctor. In fact, about the closest I ever came to it was by acquiring some first aid
training in the Army and then applying some of those skills, like bandaging up wounds and
giving out morphine shots, to my wounded men in Vietnam.My father was a welder by trade. He
worked mainly for Westinghouse, but the company always seemed to be out on strike, one time
for a year and a half. During that period Mom became both the bread winner and the bread
maker. Mom was a local product of nearby Parkside, Pennsylvania, and was from a middle-class
family. Dad was from a poor family of Greensboro, Maryland. His entire family had migrated to
Chester, Pennsylvania in search of jobs because the area was the most industrialized in the
country.We were a poor family who saved money everywhere we could. For instance, my dad
gave us haircuts, and I even put cardboard from cereal box tops in my shoes because of holes in
the soles in order to go to school. Mom and Dad grew up during the Great Depression and were
frugal about everything. If you came out of the kitchen and left the light on Dad was all over you
like a cheap suit.When I was about eight years old we moved to a small town named Upland; it
was located right next to Chester where I had grown up. Once, when Pop was on strike for over a
year, our shoes were so badly worn we couldn’t walk to the Upland school which we attended. I
remember the principal knocking on our door to see why we weren’t in school. Well after my
father explained why, the principal commenced to quote the law to my Dad. That was a big



mistake, as Dad quickly went after him, with the principal making a quick retreat. My Dad said, “If
you want them in school, you buy them shoes.” The cops showed up a short time later, however
nothing happened except for a few days later we had shoes. I believe they were from the school,
but I really don’t know for sure. We were a close family. Mom was a great cook so we ate well.
You just didn’t ever want to be late for dinner because the food would be gone. I was always the
first at the table and the last one to leave.I joined the Boy Scouts, enjoying camping out, cooking
breakfast, making beans and weenies for supper and sleeping under the stars, which for a city
kid was an unbelievable experience. I never had a clue that I would be doing that for a living with
a career in the Army. There were many lessons learned that carried over from scouting to the
military which helped to shape my successful military career…the most important of which was
discipline. Pop also was a strict disciplinarian and a firm believer in corporal punishment, as
were many from that era, unlike today’s kinder and gentler approach. We ended up none the
worse for wear from it. That lasted until I was about thirteen years old, when I had the cojones to
stand up to him. He never put a hand on me after that.At the age of thirteen I also began to hang
out with the older guys that I met playing football. They had a bad influence on me. I began
smoking, chasing girls with those raging wild oats my body was making, learning to play penny
poker, and drinking beer. One time while four or five of us were in a car drinking, the cops
stopped us. I ended up having to go to juvenile court, receiving a fine plus a warning.My English
teacher, Miss Mabel Jackson, was also the detention teacher. I was always in there for one
reason or another, primarily for not doing the homework she had assigned me. The last to be let
go at 5:30 pm each night, I walked home in the dark many a night. Hell, I thought I was going to
night school. There was no love loss here as our relationship culminated into one of hate. Once
having said she would break me, naturally with my stubbornness I flunked English, which was
mandatory to pass, despite passing all other subjects with some A’s and B’s. At this point I was
ruined, and had the same result the following year. After all, I wasn’t about to get up in front of
the class and recite poetry like some candy ass or do book reports for homework. There was too
much going on in the streets for that kind of stuff.When I turned fifteen, I lied about my age in
order to work in a factory on third shift. It felt really good to be earning my own money and paying
for my own clothes and room and board. This lasted about three months. One Friday night, while
out drinking and double dating with my friend Bob Richmond, we all drove to my work place.
Upon arrival, I told them to wait in the car for ten minutes; I went in and quit, returning to party
hard. At the time, it was a tough choice, but school was getting ready to start anyway. At sixteen
years old, I quit school and continued to aimlessly go nowhere until I turned seventeen. On 21
August 1961, after having my parents sign some papers and getting a couple teachers to write
letters for me, I went into the Army. And no, Miss Jackson was not one of them. Had I not joined
the Army, I probably would have ended up in jail, only going in through the back door as an
inmate instead of working in one for a second career and going in and out through the main
entrance.We arrived for Basic Training at Fort Jackson, South Carolina, about 0300 hours, after
flight delays and a bus ride. I spent the first hour learning to make my bunk bed with hospital



corners, and finally about 0400 hours they let us rack out. At 0500 hours, in they came,
screaming and hollering at us to get up and make our beds. My immediate thought was, “Oh no,
what the heck did I get myself into.” I ended up with an upper respiratory infection and spent
three days in the hospital while my newly met friends from Philly moved on to basic in nice
wooden barracks. I ended up in tent city with crushed coal roads. We wore combat boots to and
from the shower because if you didn’t, by the time you got back to the tent, your ankles were
black from the crushed coal. They made us roll the sides of the tents up every day for ventilation
for the August heat, and the wind was constantly blowing the dust and dirt around inside. I ate
more dirt than a worm while I was there.Author with M-1 rifle during Basic Training in Tent City at
Ft. Jackson, S.C. in October 1961.After several weeks, I was granted a pass for the main post
area. I was enjoying a beer at the canteen on Tank Hill when someone pointed skyward and
said, “Hey look!” We observed men and their parachutes dropping out of Air Force planes. As
the parachutes opened, the men drifted downward and disappeared behind buildings and trees.
A few hours later several paratroopers came into the canteen dressed in outstanding class-A
khaki uniforms and spit-shined jump boots. They were quickly swamped by trainees asking
questions. The paratroopers looked better than any cadre we had in basic training! I was
hooked, and soon volunteered for airborne.After basic training, I stayed at Fort Jackson for AIT
(advanced infantry training). This was much easier than basic with a lot less harassment, plus
we were in wooden barracks. Then it was on to Fort Benning, Georgia for jump school—so much
for the laid back training of AIT. We had a week before jump school started, so actually it was
four weeks of intense training. Anytime we stepped out of a building we had to either double time
or run to wherever we were going. If you were caught walking, the penalty was push-ups.
Running, sit ups and pushups were the key points of emphasis throughout the course. During
our lunch time, we all ran at least a mile to the mess hall, did sit-ups, and then quickly ate our
food with screaming cadre hovering over us like a screaming buzzard before we ran back to the
training area. That was all taking place in the Georgia heat, with quite a few men falling out to
throw up and then quickly rejoining the formation. Whenever we were given a ten-minute smoke
break at the school, we had to run about a quarter mile to our break area. At the end of the
break, our platoon (a unit of approximately 43 men) formed up and a sergeant would tell us
where our next class was—naturally it was always back where we came from or a quarter mile
away. At the end of jump school one of the requirements was to complete a five mile run or flunk
out. Later, a three to five mile run following other physical training was common practice in the
airborne units.During jump school training, none of us had any rank; each of us was given a
number which was painted on our steel helmet. Consequently, a trainee never knew if they were
standing next to a captain or a private. There was an inspection every morning, and if a trainee
accumulated too many demerits they were flunked out of the school. I was going along great
with no demerits the first couple weeks. I decided one night to shave my head, as most of us did
to beat the heat and prevent gigs, and during inspection on the following morning, I got a demerit
for needing a haircut. One gig short of flunking puts a lot of pressure on an individual. I finally



figured out that putting pressure on us was the whole purpose. There was a blackboard outside
of the cadre building and the cadre would exit and place student numbers on the board every
time a man broke a rule or got a demerit. If anyone was a screw up, they were harassed by every
cadre every place they went, and most ended up quitting the jump school program. One day
after lunch I found my number on the blackboard, apparently for some dumb thing I had done in
the morning. I was sure glad it was on there for only half a day. With approximately four hundred
soldiers in the class, the numbers on the blackboard changed frequently, unless they were a real
dud. All I can say is that Miss Jackson’s blackboard and detention was petty in comparison to
this forced fed learning curve and harassment.After completing jump school, Basic Airborne
Class # 22, on 23 February 1962, I was assigned to B Company, 506th Airborne Battle Group of
the 101st Airborne Division at Fort Campbell, Kentucky. The unit paralleled jump school in many
ways, with a wakeup call every day at zero dark thirty (0500 hours), with the first hour devoted to
making our bunks in a way that would bounce a coin, dressing into our physical training uniform
(PT), and taking care of personal hygiene needs. Formation began sharply at 0600 hours with
inspection and accountability, followed by PT, which culminated with a three to five mile run.
These units were firm believers in the lean and mean philosophy. We were in such great shape
at the time that troopers could get in at 0500 hours, still drunk from a night of heavy drinking in
town, and complete the five mile runs without a hitch. They were damn sure sober when the run
was over. Between 0700 hours and 0830 hours, there were showers, barrack maintenance, and
breakfast; with every squad (a unit of 10 or 11 men) and platoon having specific areas of
cleanup. Teams would rotate to chow and barracks cleanup. During the 0830 hours formation,
uniforms were inspected for clean starched fatigues and spit-shined jump boots. The remainder
of the day varied daily and included classes on all kinds of military subjects, weapon’s
maintenance, etc.The one thing I quickly learned was attention to detail and organization.
Everything had to be in a specific place and lined up with the tile blocks of the floor, to include
footlockers, beds, and footgear, so if you stood at the opening of a platoon bay, everything would
be in perfect alignment. This was standard operating procedure (SOP) on a daily basis, not just
for inspections, while just becoming a routine way of life. Troopers had to come up to standards
or face the wrath from peers. A trooper would face court at night or get knocked on his butt if he
walked down the center aisle of the platoon bay, which received a coat of paste wax every day.
After all the sergeants were gone for the day, court was held by the old timers and all the cherry
jumpers (only 5 jumps and just out of jump school) had to appear. The court and jury would give
out sanctions such as giving a dirt bag a shower with hard bristled brushes and making
someone participate in “blanket parties.” I’ve seen sergeants move men out of the barracks and
into a pup tent for being a real goat-smelling dirt bag. Teamwork and unity was stressed, and if
the paratrooper couldn’t measure up quickly, he was run off either by his peers or the sergeants.
Those who couldn’t cut it would have their jump status terminated and be reassigned to a leg
unit (non-airborne unit). It was not unusual in those days for troopers who had not gotten any
inspection gigs to be out on a pass on a Saturday afternoon, and see men in the street breaking



rocks with a sledgehammer because they had received discipline from the Company (an Army
unit of about 225 men at that time) Commander in the form of an Article 15.I was a natural,
except for a few hiccups along the way. An example of one such hiccup was going to the field for
the first time on a night movement and breaking contact, as branches were smacking me in the
face, when all of a sudden the man in front of me disappeared. Before that field trip was over, I
was number one on their most wanted shit list for a while and was getting my ass smoked.
Thankfully there were several cherries besides me that had been recently assigned to the
platoon. I rapidly assimilated into the unit, while earning the respect of peers and supervisors.
This helped me to hone military skills that would give me a foundation to greatly enhance my
future military career.Jump pay for the enlisted troopers was $55 a month and for the officers, it
was $110. A large part of our pay was spent on laundry for breaking starch every day on our
uniforms. The fatigues were so heavily starched they could stand up on their own and appeared
to be frozen stiff. We had to run our hands through the sleeves and pant legs before they could
be put on– thus the expression of “breaking starch.” There was also the additional expense of
mandatory weekly haircuts for Saturday inspections, which cost 50¢. A typical laundry bill was
$20 to $25 a month, and cigarettes ran $1.80 a carton or 18¢ a pack. Wow, imagine that! Of
course it was all relative in that as a Private First Class (PFC) my pay was $99.37 per month. My
jump pay was huge and more than half of my base pay per month.I also became a professional
Private First Class for my first enlistment, which came about because of my stubbornness. The
company’s policy was that to be promoted after being selected by squad and platoon sergeants,
a trooper had to appear before a promotion board consisting of the platoon and first sergeants
who asked questions of the trooper pertaining to job skills. If a soldier finished in the top three,
the policy was he didn’t have to reappear and was promoted as the allocations became
available to the company. I finished second, and the following month I was told I had to reappear.
Based on the policy, I refused. I had to report to the Company Commander, who asked me why I
had refused; after informing him of my reason, the Company Commander dismissed me. The
following day First Sergeant Grady Trainer, whom we called Gravy Train, called me to the orderly
room and said, “I heard what you told the Company Commander and if you had told me that I
would have knocked you on your ass!” My thoughts were, “If you had asked me I would have told
you the same thing.” Then he said, “As long as you’re in my company you’ll never get promoted,
now get your ass out of here!” Well, my peers were promoted, but no one ever harassed me
because I knew more than any other Private First Class and many who were promoted. I
remained a professional Private First Class in the Bravo Bulls of the 506th.I took the General
Education Development (GED) tests as the unit schedule allowed, and passed each one to
receive my equivalent of a high school education of twelve years. Others had to go to classes for
months in order to pass these tests, so I guess I wasn’t all that dumb after all. After completing
jump school I realized that I could accomplish anything I set my mind to.My enlistment was up in
August 1964 after three years in the Army. I returned home to Pennsylvania where my best friend
Bob Richmond talked me into going to work for General Motors, in Newark, Delaware; it was one



of the highest paying jobs around the area at the time. It didn’t take long to become disillusioned
with the repetitive and boring assembly line job, where I had to perform the same task roughly
every two minutes. One day I was working with a man who had worked there over forty years
and was about to retire, when it occurred to me that I couldn’t see myself continuing this sort of
work and wanted something more out of life. Additionally, I was missing my old flame, Carol,
from Hopkinsville, Kentucky, with who at one time I mistakenly thought I was in love with. So,
after eighty seven days, I reenlisted in the Army and returned to Fort Campbell, Kentucky. Had it
been ninety days or more, I would have lost my stripe or rank.On my return, I was assigned to A
Company, 1st Battalion (an Army unit of 4 to 5 companies), and 501st Airborne Infantry and
immediately was jilted by Carol, who had hooked up with an Air Force guy—a leg (non-airborne)
of all people—while breaking my faithful heart. Faced with three more years of service, I decided
to make the best of it–get promoted to make as much money as possible and then get out. As I
was sitting on my footlocker spit shining my boots one day after training, First Sergeant DuPont
approached and asked me my name. After replying Mitchell he said, “You know you have more
time and grade as a PFC than anyone in the Battalion–over three years. We’ll have to get you
promoted to Spec/4.”(Specialist Forth Class) I’m thinking, “Sure,” but then a week or so later I
received orders promoting me to Specialist Fourth Class, no board or anything. I was definitely
surprised. My base pay rose to $194.70 per month. It wasn’t long before Platoon Sergeant
Rivera had me running a Fire Team, doing the job of a sergeant; it was interesting and allowed
me to gain additional experience. After several months, First Sergeant DuPont summoned me to
the orderly room to inform me he had been tasked to find the best men in the company to fill
some slots in a unit that was going to combat in the Southeast Asian country of Vietnam. I
volunteered, and on May 20, 1965 was assigned to A Company, 1st Battalion, 327th Airborne
Infantry of the 1st Brigade.“War is delightful to those who have had no experience of
it.”~Desiderius Erasmus, Dutch author, philosopher, & scholar. (1466-1536)We had about six
weeks before moving out to Vietnam. Everyone took a 14-day leave of absence to go home, and
the rest of the time they devoted to weapons qualification, familiarization of all the weapons in
the unit, squad and platoon formations, plus arm and hand signals.On my leave of absence, I
visited a friend named Irene. I had known her for some time and it was strictly a platonic
relationship. We hung out at a place named “Bernie’s,” which was a local hoagie shop that had a
juke box and pool table that many of us teenagers had often gathered at. I learned that Irene and
her 21-month-old daughter were living with her father, who was helping her to get a divorce from
an abusive marriage. Irene’s husband had taken to beating her and once even broke her nose.
She promised to write me and keep me up to date about home, our mutual friends and the
happenings about town.CHAPTER 1Professional Private First ClassAs a normal, free-spirited
child playing war using sticks for rifles, or Cowboys and Indians with cap guns…death had no
meaning. We played dead like the characters seen on television, without ever knowing its true
meaning. Even into my teen years death was something that only happened to older people like
grandparents. The war however, changed everything. I realized that once exposed to the



cruelties of war, there is no returning to the innocence of youth.My name is Galen Gene Mitchell.
I was born on August 8, 1944 in Chester, Pennsylvania, to Laurene “Rene” Keilmann and Joseph
Allen Mitchell. My mother named me after a doctor she knew named Galen Young. It’s an
unusual name to say the least, but women have always seemed to like it. The name actually
dates all the way back to the Romans; there was a man named Galen of Greek bloodlines who
became the personal physician for Julius Caesar. Additionally, he was the doctor for the
gladiators, whom he used as subjects to perfect his study of anatomy. This Roman Doctor Galen
also invented state of the art surgical tools. The name Galen has been linked to several other
emperors and prominent members of the Roman society. My mother was an LPN (licensed
practical nurse) by profession, but later became a full-time housewife and devoted mother of six
children. She always made sure there was food on the table for all us kids when we were
growing up. There’s no doubt my mother liked my name, but she never had any thoughts of me
becoming a doctor. In fact, about the closest I ever came to it was by acquiring some first aid
training in the Army and then applying some of those skills, like bandaging up wounds and
giving out morphine shots, to my wounded men in Vietnam.My father was a welder by trade. He
worked mainly for Westinghouse, but the company always seemed to be out on strike, one time
for a year and a half. During that period Mom became both the bread winner and the bread
maker. Mom was a local product of nearby Parkside, Pennsylvania, and was from a middle-class
family. Dad was from a poor family of Greensboro, Maryland. His entire family had migrated to
Chester, Pennsylvania in search of jobs because the area was the most industrialized in the
country.We were a poor family who saved money everywhere we could. For instance, my dad
gave us haircuts, and I even put cardboard from cereal box tops in my shoes because of holes in
the soles in order to go to school. Mom and Dad grew up during the Great Depression and were
frugal about everything. If you came out of the kitchen and left the light on Dad was all over you
like a cheap suit.When I was about eight years old we moved to a small town named Upland; it
was located right next to Chester where I had grown up. Once, when Pop was on strike for over a
year, our shoes were so badly worn we couldn’t walk to the Upland school which we attended. I
remember the principal knocking on our door to see why we weren’t in school. Well after my
father explained why, the principal commenced to quote the law to my Dad. That was a big
mistake, as Dad quickly went after him, with the principal making a quick retreat. My Dad said, “If
you want them in school, you buy them shoes.” The cops showed up a short time later, however
nothing happened except for a few days later we had shoes. I believe they were from the school,
but I really don’t know for sure. We were a close family. Mom was a great cook so we ate well.
You just didn’t ever want to be late for dinner because the food would be gone. I was always the
first at the table and the last one to leave.I joined the Boy Scouts, enjoying camping out, cooking
breakfast, making beans and weenies for supper and sleeping under the stars, which for a city
kid was an unbelievable experience. I never had a clue that I would be doing that for a living with
a career in the Army. There were many lessons learned that carried over from scouting to the
military which helped to shape my successful military career…the most important of which was



discipline. Pop also was a strict disciplinarian and a firm believer in corporal punishment, as
were many from that era, unlike today’s kinder and gentler approach. We ended up none the
worse for wear from it. That lasted until I was about thirteen years old, when I had the cojones to
stand up to him. He never put a hand on me after that.At the age of thirteen I also began to hang
out with the older guys that I met playing football. They had a bad influence on me. I began
smoking, chasing girls with those raging wild oats my body was making, learning to play penny
poker, and drinking beer. One time while four or five of us were in a car drinking, the cops
stopped us. I ended up having to go to juvenile court, receiving a fine plus a warning.My English
teacher, Miss Mabel Jackson, was also the detention teacher. I was always in there for one
reason or another, primarily for not doing the homework she had assigned me. The last to be let
go at 5:30 pm each night, I walked home in the dark many a night. Hell, I thought I was going to
night school. There was no love loss here as our relationship culminated into one of hate. Once
having said she would break me, naturally with my stubbornness I flunked English, which was
mandatory to pass, despite passing all other subjects with some A’s and B’s. At this point I was
ruined, and had the same result the following year. After all, I wasn’t about to get up in front of
the class and recite poetry like some candy ass or do book reports for homework. There was too
much going on in the streets for that kind of stuff.When I turned fifteen, I lied about my age in
order to work in a factory on third shift. It felt really good to be earning my own money and paying
for my own clothes and room and board. This lasted about three months. One Friday night, while
out drinking and double dating with my friend Bob Richmond, we all drove to my work place.
Upon arrival, I told them to wait in the car for ten minutes; I went in and quit, returning to party
hard. At the time, it was a tough choice, but school was getting ready to start anyway. At sixteen
years old, I quit school and continued to aimlessly go nowhere until I turned seventeen. On 21
August 1961, after having my parents sign some papers and getting a couple teachers to write
letters for me, I went into the Army. And no, Miss Jackson was not one of them. Had I not joined
the Army, I probably would have ended up in jail, only going in through the back door as an
inmate instead of working in one for a second career and going in and out through the main
entrance.We arrived for Basic Training at Fort Jackson, South Carolina, about 0300 hours, after
flight delays and a bus ride. I spent the first hour learning to make my bunk bed with hospital
corners, and finally about 0400 hours they let us rack out. At 0500 hours, in they came,
screaming and hollering at us to get up and make our beds. My immediate thought was, “Oh no,
what the heck did I get myself into.” I ended up with an upper respiratory infection and spent
three days in the hospital while my newly met friends from Philly moved on to basic in nice
wooden barracks. I ended up in tent city with crushed coal roads. We wore combat boots to and
from the shower because if you didn’t, by the time you got back to the tent, your ankles were
black from the crushed coal. They made us roll the sides of the tents up every day for ventilation
for the August heat, and the wind was constantly blowing the dust and dirt around inside. I ate
more dirt than a worm while I was there.Author with M-1 rifle during Basic Training in Tent City at
Ft. Jackson, S.C. in October 1961.After several weeks, I was granted a pass for the main post



area. I was enjoying a beer at the canteen on Tank Hill when someone pointed skyward and
said, “Hey look!” We observed men and their parachutes dropping out of Air Force planes. As
the parachutes opened, the men drifted downward and disappeared behind buildings and trees.
A few hours later several paratroopers came into the canteen dressed in outstanding class-A
khaki uniforms and spit-shined jump boots. They were quickly swamped by trainees asking
questions. The paratroopers looked better than any cadre we had in basic training! I was
hooked, and soon volunteered for airborne.After basic training, I stayed at Fort Jackson for AIT
(advanced infantry training). This was much easier than basic with a lot less harassment, plus
we were in wooden barracks. Then it was on to Fort Benning, Georgia for jump school—so much
for the laid back training of AIT. We had a week before jump school started, so actually it was
four weeks of intense training. Anytime we stepped out of a building we had to either double time
or run to wherever we were going. If you were caught walking, the penalty was push-ups.
Running, sit ups and pushups were the key points of emphasis throughout the course. During
our lunch time, we all ran at least a mile to the mess hall, did sit-ups, and then quickly ate our
food with screaming cadre hovering over us like a screaming buzzard before we ran back to the
training area. That was all taking place in the Georgia heat, with quite a few men falling out to
throw up and then quickly rejoining the formation. Whenever we were given a ten-minute smoke
break at the school, we had to run about a quarter mile to our break area. At the end of the
break, our platoon (a unit of approximately 43 men) formed up and a sergeant would tell us
where our next class was—naturally it was always back where we came from or a quarter mile
away. At the end of jump school one of the requirements was to complete a five mile run or flunk
out. Later, a three to five mile run following other physical training was common practice in the
airborne units.During jump school training, none of us had any rank; each of us was given a
number which was painted on our steel helmet. Consequently, a trainee never knew if they were
standing next to a captain or a private. There was an inspection every morning, and if a trainee
accumulated too many demerits they were flunked out of the school. I was going along great
with no demerits the first couple weeks. I decided one night to shave my head, as most of us did
to beat the heat and prevent gigs, and during inspection on the following morning, I got a demerit
for needing a haircut. One gig short of flunking puts a lot of pressure on an individual. I finally
figured out that putting pressure on us was the whole purpose. There was a blackboard outside
of the cadre building and the cadre would exit and place student numbers on the board every
time a man broke a rule or got a demerit. If anyone was a screw up, they were harassed by every
cadre every place they went, and most ended up quitting the jump school program. One day
after lunch I found my number on the blackboard, apparently for some dumb thing I had done in
the morning. I was sure glad it was on there for only half a day. With approximately four hundred
soldiers in the class, the numbers on the blackboard changed frequently, unless they were a real
dud. All I can say is that Miss Jackson’s blackboard and detention was petty in comparison to
this forced fed learning curve and harassment.After completing jump school, Basic Airborne
Class # 22, on 23 February 1962, I was assigned to B Company, 506th Airborne Battle Group of



the 101st Airborne Division at Fort Campbell, Kentucky. The unit paralleled jump school in many
ways, with a wakeup call every day at zero dark thirty (0500 hours), with the first hour devoted to
making our bunks in a way that would bounce a coin, dressing into our physical training uniform
(PT), and taking care of personal hygiene needs. Formation began sharply at 0600 hours with
inspection and accountability, followed by PT, which culminated with a three to five mile run.
These units were firm believers in the lean and mean philosophy. We were in such great shape
at the time that troopers could get in at 0500 hours, still drunk from a night of heavy drinking in
town, and complete the five mile runs without a hitch. They were damn sure sober when the run
was over. Between 0700 hours and 0830 hours, there were showers, barrack maintenance, and
breakfast; with every squad (a unit of 10 or 11 men) and platoon having specific areas of
cleanup. Teams would rotate to chow and barracks cleanup. During the 0830 hours formation,
uniforms were inspected for clean starched fatigues and spit-shined jump boots. The remainder
of the day varied daily and included classes on all kinds of military subjects, weapon’s
maintenance, etc.The one thing I quickly learned was attention to detail and organization.
Everything had to be in a specific place and lined up with the tile blocks of the floor, to include
footlockers, beds, and footgear, so if you stood at the opening of a platoon bay, everything would
be in perfect alignment. This was standard operating procedure (SOP) on a daily basis, not just
for inspections, while just becoming a routine way of life. Troopers had to come up to standards
or face the wrath from peers. A trooper would face court at night or get knocked on his butt if he
walked down the center aisle of the platoon bay, which received a coat of paste wax every day.
After all the sergeants were gone for the day, court was held by the old timers and all the cherry
jumpers (only 5 jumps and just out of jump school) had to appear. The court and jury would give
out sanctions such as giving a dirt bag a shower with hard bristled brushes and making
someone participate in “blanket parties.” I’ve seen sergeants move men out of the barracks and
into a pup tent for being a real goat-smelling dirt bag. Teamwork and unity was stressed, and if
the paratrooper couldn’t measure up quickly, he was run off either by his peers or the sergeants.
Those who couldn’t cut it would have their jump status terminated and be reassigned to a leg
unit (non-airborne unit). It was not unusual in those days for troopers who had not gotten any
inspection gigs to be out on a pass on a Saturday afternoon, and see men in the street breaking
rocks with a sledgehammer because they had received discipline from the Company (an Army
unit of about 225 men at that time) Commander in the form of an Article 15.I was a natural,
except for a few hiccups along the way. An example of one such hiccup was going to the field for
the first time on a night movement and breaking contact, as branches were smacking me in the
face, when all of a sudden the man in front of me disappeared. Before that field trip was over, I
was number one on their most wanted shit list for a while and was getting my ass smoked.
Thankfully there were several cherries besides me that had been recently assigned to the
platoon. I rapidly assimilated into the unit, while earning the respect of peers and supervisors.
This helped me to hone military skills that would give me a foundation to greatly enhance my
future military career.Jump pay for the enlisted troopers was $55 a month and for the officers, it



was $110. A large part of our pay was spent on laundry for breaking starch every day on our
uniforms. The fatigues were so heavily starched they could stand up on their own and appeared
to be frozen stiff. We had to run our hands through the sleeves and pant legs before they could
be put on– thus the expression of “breaking starch.” There was also the additional expense of
mandatory weekly haircuts for Saturday inspections, which cost 50¢. A typical laundry bill was
$20 to $25 a month, and cigarettes ran $1.80 a carton or 18¢ a pack. Wow, imagine that! Of
course it was all relative in that as a Private First Class (PFC) my pay was $99.37 per month. My
jump pay was huge and more than half of my base pay per month.I also became a professional
Private First Class for my first enlistment, which came about because of my stubbornness. The
company’s policy was that to be promoted after being selected by squad and platoon sergeants,
a trooper had to appear before a promotion board consisting of the platoon and first sergeants
who asked questions of the trooper pertaining to job skills. If a soldier finished in the top three,
the policy was he didn’t have to reappear and was promoted as the allocations became
available to the company. I finished second, and the following month I was told I had to reappear.
Based on the policy, I refused. I had to report to the Company Commander, who asked me why I
had refused; after informing him of my reason, the Company Commander dismissed me. The
following day First Sergeant Grady Trainer, whom we called Gravy Train, called me to the orderly
room and said, “I heard what you told the Company Commander and if you had told me that I
would have knocked you on your ass!” My thoughts were, “If you had asked me I would have told
you the same thing.” Then he said, “As long as you’re in my company you’ll never get promoted,
now get your ass out of here!” Well, my peers were promoted, but no one ever harassed me
because I knew more than any other Private First Class and many who were promoted. I
remained a professional Private First Class in the Bravo Bulls of the 506th.I took the General
Education Development (GED) tests as the unit schedule allowed, and passed each one to
receive my equivalent of a high school education of twelve years. Others had to go to classes for
months in order to pass these tests, so I guess I wasn’t all that dumb after all. After completing
jump school I realized that I could accomplish anything I set my mind to.My enlistment was up in
August 1964 after three years in the Army. I returned home to Pennsylvania where my best friend
Bob Richmond talked me into going to work for General Motors, in Newark, Delaware; it was one
of the highest paying jobs around the area at the time. It didn’t take long to become disillusioned
with the repetitive and boring assembly line job, where I had to perform the same task roughly
every two minutes. One day I was working with a man who had worked there over forty years
and was about to retire, when it occurred to me that I couldn’t see myself continuing this sort of
work and wanted something more out of life. Additionally, I was missing my old flame, Carol,
from Hopkinsville, Kentucky, with who at one time I mistakenly thought I was in love with. So,
after eighty seven days, I reenlisted in the Army and returned to Fort Campbell, Kentucky. Had it
been ninety days or more, I would have lost my stripe or rank.On my return, I was assigned to A
Company, 1st Battalion (an Army unit of 4 to 5 companies), and 501st Airborne Infantry and
immediately was jilted by Carol, who had hooked up with an Air Force guy—a leg (non-airborne)



of all people—while breaking my faithful heart. Faced with three more years of service, I decided
to make the best of it–get promoted to make as much money as possible and then get out. As I
was sitting on my footlocker spit shining my boots one day after training, First Sergeant DuPont
approached and asked me my name. After replying Mitchell he said, “You know you have more
time and grade as a PFC than anyone in the Battalion–over three years. We’ll have to get you
promoted to Spec/4.”(Specialist Forth Class) I’m thinking, “Sure,” but then a week or so later I
received orders promoting me to Specialist Fourth Class, no board or anything. I was definitely
surprised. My base pay rose to $194.70 per month. It wasn’t long before Platoon Sergeant
Rivera had me running a Fire Team, doing the job of a sergeant; it was interesting and allowed
me to gain additional experience. After several months, First Sergeant DuPont summoned me to
the orderly room to inform me he had been tasked to find the best men in the company to fill
some slots in a unit that was going to combat in the Southeast Asian country of Vietnam. I
volunteered, and on May 20, 1965 was assigned to A Company, 1st Battalion, 327th Airborne
Infantry of the 1st Brigade.“War is delightful to those who have had no experience of
it.”~Desiderius Erasmus, Dutch author, philosopher, & scholar. (1466-1536)We had about six
weeks before moving out to Vietnam. Everyone took a 14-day leave of absence to go home, and
the rest of the time they devoted to weapons qualification, familiarization of all the weapons in
the unit, squad and platoon formations, plus arm and hand signals.On my leave of absence, I
visited a friend named Irene. I had known her for some time and it was strictly a platonic
relationship. We hung out at a place named “Bernie’s,” which was a local hoagie shop that had a
juke box and pool table that many of us teenagers had often gathered at. I learned that Irene and
her 21-month-old daughter were living with her father, who was helping her to get a divorce from
an abusive marriage. Irene’s husband had taken to beating her and once even broke her nose.
She promised to write me and keep me up to date about home, our mutual friends and the
happenings about town.CHAPTER 2History of The Abu MascotSoldiers assigned to A
Company 1/327th Infantry learn that the company is called Abu (pronounced Ay-Boo). But just
how exactly did the name come about? The Abu’s actually evolved from another unit, the Ibu,
AKA (also known as) I Company of the 187th Regiment Combat Team (RCT). As the story goes,
in 1952 the companies of the 187th decided rather than use standard military phonetics (i.e.
Able, Baker, Charlie etc.) to identify themselves, they would give themselves animal names: L
Company became Lion, M Company became Mighty Moose, and K Company became King
Kong. But poor I Company found that the only animal that began with an “I” was a wading bird
called an Ibis. This was a wimpy looking tropical wading bird with a downward curved beak; it
obviously would not do justice as the mascot of an airborne unit. It was the I Company
Commander, Captain Shannon and his XO, Lieutenant Patrenus, who came up with the mythical
Ibu (in fact, Ibu is the acronym for Is Best Unit). Then all they had to do was decide what this
mythical creature would look like.Remarkably, they accomplished this task in a very short time;
they just took various parts of the mascots from other units and then put them all together. The
Ibu ended up with a gorilla’s body, a lion’s head, a moose’s horns, and an alligator’s tail to help



stabilize the Ibu and make him amphibious. Lastly, the Ibu was given Corcoran jump boots and
human hands. The original Ibu (I Boo) did not wear a parachute, nor clutch a pistol in its right
hand and a knife in its left hand; these features were added over time as the mascot
evolved.After the Korea War, the 187th RCT was deactivated. Then in 1956, when the 101st
Airborne Division was reactivated and I Company 187th RCT was activated, it was incorporated
into the 1/327th Infantry. Instead of bowing out gracefully, Ibu, the beloved mythical mascot and
fierce figure of yesteryear, simply changed its name to Abu, to fit its new company designation—
A Company, 1/327th Infantry. The Abu proliferated quickly, finding its way on to the units’
company signs, orderly room and platoon bay walls, as well as tattoos on the left calves of proud
paratroopers. Additionally, the image of a ten-foot Abu sprung up in front of the mess hall of
building 6930 facing the company street. He leaped into the hearts of all who served in the
mighty Abu Company, 1/327th. ABU! Above the Rest!Although still an Abu, the current mascot of
Abu, 1/327th, has changed with the times. They are no longer airborne, arriving into battle by
helicopters; they are now airmobile, arriving instead by helicopters. The parachute is gone but
the tradition of the Abu mascot lives on. Today’s Abu Company continues the heritage and
standards previously set by those who preceded them.The history of the Abu mascot was
provided to me courtesy of John C. Haughain, a former Abu paratrooper who served in Vietnam
with the 4th Infantry Division during the Tet offensive. Abu John was originally from England.
Thanks for your service. You are truly “Above the Rest!”PFC John C. Haughain, Abu Company
member and Vietnam Veteran. Courtesy of John C. Haughain.Our beloved Abu mascot that
began in 1952 and is still in existence today with Abu Company, 1/327th. Courtesy of LTC. Billy
“One Zero” Robbins (USA Ret.)CHAPTER 2History of The Abu MascotSoldiers assigned to A
Company 1/327th Infantry learn that the company is called Abu (pronounced Ay-Boo). But just
how exactly did the name come about? The Abu’s actually evolved from another unit, the Ibu,
AKA (also known as) I Company of the 187th Regiment Combat Team (RCT). As the story goes,
in 1952 the companies of the 187th decided rather than use standard military phonetics (i.e.
Able, Baker, Charlie etc.) to identify themselves, they would give themselves animal names: L
Company became Lion, M Company became Mighty Moose, and K Company became King
Kong. But poor I Company found that the only animal that began with an “I” was a wading bird
called an Ibis. This was a wimpy looking tropical wading bird with a downward curved beak; it
obviously would not do justice as the mascot of an airborne unit. It was the I Company
Commander, Captain Shannon and his XO, Lieutenant Patrenus, who came up with the mythical
Ibu (in fact, Ibu is the acronym for Is Best Unit). Then all they had to do was decide what this
mythical creature would look like.Remarkably, they accomplished this task in a very short time;
they just took various parts of the mascots from other units and then put them all together. The
Ibu ended up with a gorilla’s body, a lion’s head, a moose’s horns, and an alligator’s tail to help
stabilize the Ibu and make him amphibious. Lastly, the Ibu was given Corcoran jump boots and
human hands. The original Ibu (I Boo) did not wear a parachute, nor clutch a pistol in its right
hand and a knife in its left hand; these features were added over time as the mascot



evolved.After the Korea War, the 187th RCT was deactivated. Then in 1956, when the 101st
Airborne Division was reactivated and I Company 187th RCT was activated, it was incorporated
into the 1/327th Infantry. Instead of bowing out gracefully, Ibu, the beloved mythical mascot and
fierce figure of yesteryear, simply changed its name to Abu, to fit its new company designation—
A Company, 1/327th Infantry. The Abu proliferated quickly, finding its way on to the units’
company signs, orderly room and platoon bay walls, as well as tattoos on the left calves of proud
paratroopers. Additionally, the image of a ten-foot Abu sprung up in front of the mess hall of
building 6930 facing the company street. He leaped into the hearts of all who served in the
mighty Abu Company, 1/327th. ABU! Above the Rest!Although still an Abu, the current mascot of
Abu, 1/327th, has changed with the times. They are no longer airborne, arriving into battle by
helicopters; they are now airmobile, arriving instead by helicopters. The parachute is gone but
the tradition of the Abu mascot lives on. Today’s Abu Company continues the heritage and
standards previously set by those who preceded them.The history of the Abu mascot was
provided to me courtesy of John C. Haughain, a former Abu paratrooper who served in Vietnam
with the 4th Infantry Division during the Tet offensive. Abu John was originally from England.
Thanks for your service. You are truly “Above the Rest!”PFC John C. Haughain, Abu Company
member and Vietnam Veteran. Courtesy of John C. Haughain.Our beloved Abu mascot that
began in 1952 and is still in existence today with Abu Company, 1/327th. Courtesy of LTC. Billy
“One Zero” Robbins (USA Ret.)CHAPTER 3USNS General Leroy EltingeWe departed Fort
Campbell and Campbell Army Air-Field by civilian commercial aircraft, on the evening of 6 July
1965. I was somewhat surprised the Air Force wasn’t doing the transport, but after all, what did a
peon like me really know. The flight to San Francisco went smoothly, and it reminded me of
being in a bar in Hop-Town (Hopkinsville, Kentucky) on a Friday or Saturday night.Our duffle
bags were stowed and we boarded the plane carrying only our standard issued service-rifle, the
M-16. Upon entering the aircraft, we were greeted by several truly beautiful Stewardesses. I
mean they were knock-out gorgeous beauties. In those days there was no such thing as equal
opportunity; being a natural beauty was a prerequisite of the job.Once the flight leveled off, most
of the troopers never did; they were in love at first sight. The local bars normally had one or two
waitresses who generally were married and had a boyfriend on the side, sometimes even the
bartender. Most of the time there were a few dozen drunken troopers, each of them thinking they
were the best looking of the bunch, and each of them thinking they would be the only one that
would win her heart and take her home for the night. This flight wasn’t much different and
troopers didn’t necessarily need booze to be struck by the love bug. But for the most part,
leaders kept things under control until the lights went out and they finally dozed off. While others
slept, some played cards, some shot dice, and after the lights were dimmed, the booze came
out. Troopers were trading their wings for the stewardess’ wings, phone numbers, etc. A couple
of them were just as wild as the paratroopers on board. No, this wasn’t Spirit Airlines, but the
plane was definitely full of free spirits. This also was the first time I had ever heard of the Mile
High Club. The girls were very nice about the whole situation, and although they were probably



used to getting some attention, I seriously doubt they had ever experienced a prior flight with
over a hundred young virile men as passengers at one time. Some let their hair down as much
as the men and it was a fun flight. Perhaps the stewardesses realized many of the men would
never return. This flight was special in more ways than one, as their next one might be an angel
flight.By the end of the flight, a real special bond had developed between us all. As we
approached the exit, the stewardesses were lined up and adorned with pinned on 101st
patches, name tapes, cloth jump wings, and even some metal jump wings. One of the
stewardesses was even wearing one of the trooper’s dog tags. The troopers proudly wore the
lipstick imprints on their cheeks from being kissed by a stewardess. As they left the aircraft, just
about every trooper received a kiss or a hug, along with lots of good luck wishes. A few of the
well-wishers had real tears running down their cheeks.Next we took buses to Oakland Army
terminal, where we were greeted by an Army Band, Red Cross Donut Dollies who were
dispensing coffee and doughnuts, and a ship sitting dockside, bearing the name USNS General
LeRoy Eltinge on its bow. It was nice of the Red Cross to volunteer their time to see us off and
provide some small but special treats; it was a totally unexpected surprise and appreciated
gesture. This was my first contact with a Donut Dolly; I had never heard that expression before.
We mingled around, drinking some coffee while waiting the word to board.The USNS General
LeRoy Eltinge was first launched in September of 1944 and already was over 20 years old. It
was solid grey in color and was not in the best of shape. In fact, I cannot recall anything inside or
outside on this relic that wasn’t grey. The rumor was it had recently been taken out of mothballs
for this mission. Without a doubt, it had seen better days when it was used primarily as a cargo
and troop carrier vessel. It measured 522 feet, 10 inches long, and had a beam of 71 feet, 6
inches. After we loaded onto the boat, the deck quickly became crowded. An unidentified
trooper from Arizona remarked, “Gee, I wonder what battle General Eltinge lost to have it named
after him?” A voice from the crowded deck informed him, “He was Custer’s S-2.” The S-2 of all
Army units, from battalion on up, is the intelligence section. It has been suggested by some
historians that George Custer, a respected U.S. Army officer and cavalryman, suffered a
disastrous defeat in The Battle of Little Bighorn against a coalition of Native American Indian
tribes, partially due to inadequate intelligence-gathering (reconnaissance) and his failure to
heed the warnings of his Crow scouts. In the Army, every infantry soldier learns the acronym
SAULTE, which stands for size, activity, unit, location, time, and equipment.Author note: See
Annex A for Movement Order and list of original Boat Troopers.We departed in early evening
and passed under the Golden Gate Bridge into the bay. The wind was blowing and I was struck
by how cool it was, especially since this was July on the west coast. I quickly went to put on my
field jacket, and returned to see a last glimpse of the United States. Our unit was housed five or
six floors/decks down, where we slept on canvas cots stacked four high and about 18 inches
apart. Every morning, except for the cleanup detail, all others had to go up top to the main deck.
It didn’t take long to realize how over-crowded the Eltinge was, I suppose to keep the unit intact.
There were thousands of troopers and I could hardly move as some men played cards, shot dice



or slept while others smoked and joked.The overcrowded USNS General LeRoy Eltinge enroute
to Cam Ranh Bay. Courtesy of LTC Billy R. Robbins (USA Ret)The chow line ran all over the
boat, up and down stairs, through doorways or whatever the navy calls them. About half way
there I was totally lost and by talking with the men around me, found we were all in the same
boat. Every door, stairs and hallway all looked the same and everything was painted Navy Deck
Grey. The chow line was continuous because as soon as breakfast was over, they started
serving lunch, and then supper. Upon arrival, we entered this big room and went through the
chow line. The room was made entirely of steel; there was poor circulation and it was hot as hell.
Not only were the cooks sweating profusely, but so were the walls. Once through the chow line,
we ate standing since the tables were about the width of the tray and chest high. The boat was
rocking; those that were finished eating looked like they were ice skating on the wet slippery
floor, with one man falling on his fourth point of contact (buttocks) as they were leaving. Trays
were sliding off the make shift tables that were held up by two-by-fours. A trooper on the other
side of the room turned around and barfed all over the floor. This caused some of the troopers to
start laughing, but caused another to barf. Even on jumps there is always one or two that get sick
and other troopers are quick to seize the moment to mess with them. One man hollered out,
“Barf in the tray so we can save the big pieces.” Oh this place sure didn’t smell like a mother’s
kitchen at all. Yeah, this man’s Merchant Marines were a real class act and I suppose they
perceived it to be a four or five star dining facility. Some men resorted to skipping meals, but real
men would have none of that, so they just dealt with it and drove on to the airborne objective as
trained to do so many times. Our hard times and hardships were only the beginning of what
would lay ahead for us.One day I reported to the kitchen for my Kitchen Police (KP) duty. A cook
handed me a small knife, took me to this huge room (hole) and said, “Get peeling!” I couldn’t
believe the sight before me—this huge room, the size of a whole house, was filled with potatoes
from floor to ceiling, and there were a couple dozen troopers already at work. At least back at
Fort Campbell there were actual potato peelers. I’m not even sure a potato farmer has seen that
many spuds in one place before. We sat on big steel cooking pots, and as we peeled them we
threw the potatoes into another pot filled with water. I was glad to see the day end, and the only
damn thing I learned was that thousands of men can devour a lot of damn spuds in one day.After
a couple days we received word that the showers were now open, so I stripped down to my
boxers, grabbed a towel and a bar of soap, and took off to beat the crowd. On arrival, all the
shower heads were already taken. As I waited for my turn, the troopers in the showers were
lathering up when suddenly they began cursing and bitching because the soap would not rinse
off. The soap just became a white paste all over them from the salt water, as if they were
smeared with toothpaste. Some had it all in their hair, a couple all over their arms, and one of
them even all over his private parts. I thought, “Oh shit, I’m not getting in there.” There were a few
serious troopers waiting and making comments like, “Why won’t it rinse off?” and as someone
entered the room, “What’s going on?” I felt elated now by not being the first to arrive and I began
to see the humor of the situation at hand. I jokingly told a black trooper from my squad by the



named of Private First Class David T. Rogers, who was tall, thin, lanky and always was a happy-
go-lucky soldier, “Hey Rogers, you look good man.” He still found a smile even though the rest
were some unhappy campers. I beat feet out of there. We weren’t sure if this was some kind of
joke by the Merchant Marines or an honest mistake. They turned on the water every other day for
showers and the next time issued us soap that worked in salt water. As they say, just another day
in this man’s Army.John T. Humphries took us to the bow of the boat one morning for physical
training, but due to the rough seas, that idea was quickly abandoned to prevent any injuries. The
up and down motion of the boat was throwing us around the deck like rag dolls, requiring some
quick PLFs (Parachute landing falls). Our platoon sergeant, whom everyone just called John T.,
was a slightly rotund Korea war veteran. His appearance was deceptive, however, as he made
the daily runs and kept up with the best troopers. I recall one time shortly after arrival we were
training on hand and arm signals, when he caught a man not paying attention and jumped in his
shit like he was a drop zone. The trooper told the platoon sergeant that he already had this
training in his previous unit. Whoa trooper…wrong answer! John T. said he didn’t give a damn
what he learned in his previous unit and he was going to learn 3rd platoon’s arm and hand
signals. There was absolutely no question who the MMFIC (main mother fuc-er in charge) was
of this unit.I was 20 years old at the time and viewed Platoon Sergeant Humphries as being
really old. In making contact with him some 40 years later, I asked how old he was back then. I
was shocked when he told me he was thirty five. There’s a lot more than beauty held in the eye
of the beholder. He passed away before I could hook up with him for a visit. At the time, I wrote
the following:PSG John T. Humphries, Qui Nhon, October 1965.John T. Humphries recently
soared from the mandatory muster we all must answer to. “Jumping” John T. was an Ibu and
original Abu going back to 1952. He had Abu tattooed on his left calf and was our Platoon
Sergeant when we deployed to Vietnam on the USNS Eltinge in July of 1965.We were fortunate
to have a leader with combat experience from the 187th Regimental Combat Team in Korea. As
John T. honed our skills we became a fighting force to be reckoned with by our
enemies.“Jumping” John T. Humphries went from the wings of eagles to the wings of angels on
26 April 2007. May this great eagle finally have found peace on a perch in heaven…that elusive
peace that evades a soldier while here on earth.~Written 23 July 2007, By Sgt. Galen G.
MitchellAfter the PT fiasco on deck, someone pointing forward of the boat and its bow hollered,
“Look…flying fish!” Several of us made our way to him and were astonished to see fish flying
through the air out in front of the boat, way ahead of where the boat was breaking water. I
observed it for quite some time, not because of something never seen before, but because of
the tranquility and quality of the time. The experience was enhanced by the wind blowing clean
fresh salt air into my face. I would return there several times during this cruise and on one
occasion even saw dolphins running with the boat in a somewhat playful gesture.As we moved
along it became warmer and downright hot as the trip grew longer. The bowels of the boat where
we slept became too hot with stinking stale air and everyone started sleeping on deck to escape
it. How we never lost a man overboard in the night was a surprise to me, since they slept on the



edge of the deck without even a safety rope or rail. This relic of a boat broke down enroute and
we just aimlessly floated around, bobbing up and down for about a day and a half until the
engine crew had it running again. We limped in or slowly made our way to Subic Bay in the
Philippines for repairs.Once there we were allowed to go ashore for a four hour period and
began exploring the Naval Base. Everyone pretty much ended up in the one or two bars located
on the base, because a bunch of paratroopers could find a bar faster than an alcoholic
bloodhound. We were putting down some local beers by the name of San Miguel’s, but the only
problem was they had twice as much, if not more, the alcohol content than did American beer.
After being pent up for some time, troopers do store up a lot of aggression, and if no one is
around to take it out on, they start fighting between units for entertainment. Fights broke out and
the bars started getting torn up, so they sent the Navy Shore Patrol to control us. That didn’t go
over too well; it ended in a standoff until our MP’s (military police) arrived and the base
commander ordered us to return to the boat. I suppose he gave our brass a piece of his mind.
We were confined to the boat for about two days until the repairs were made, and then our
luxury cruise continued. Chaplain Bowers stated to us, “Twelve years ago I rode this same ship
to Europe.” Now how’s that for a rugged cross to bear? First Sergeant Robert A. Press told us he
had made several trips across on troop carriers and this was the worst ship he had ever been
on.This luxury excursion is summed up best in the following poem, which is all factual, including
the trooper in the Brig.THAT RUSTING CRATE~A poem by Peter S. GriffinOrders were cut, the
men well trained,The 1st Brigade of 101st Airborne fame….3700 Paratroopers, all hand-
picked,To Viet Nam, they’d soon be shipped….In early July of 1965,At Oakland terminal, we did
arrive….Thoughts of combat, we had surmised,But not the hulk that met our eyes….“Donut
Dollies”, cheerfully, gave us their wares,As if to lessen, our growing fears….Donuts and coffee,
not enough to relieve,Life on land, we’d soon grieve….Moored to the dock, The “USNS
GENERAL LEROY ELTINGE”,On THAT RUSTINNG CRATE our lives would hinge….!A
mothballed troopship, of years gone by,Crossing on it, would we survive….?Was it seaworthy? ,
would it stay afloat….?Drowned in saltwater, our bodies would bloat….All envisioned a watery
grave,Against a shark, could you be brave….?Only 510 feet from bow to stern,Of personal
space, all would yearn….Fighting the crowd, to get to the rail,Bumping each other, like cows
corralled….Moored in place, for two long nights,Staring at the city’s lights….San Francisco, a
great place to be,But California, we had not come to see….Finally, we were underway,Passing
Alcatraz, along the way….Then, under the Golden Gate, we passed,Wondering, how long, this
voyage, to last….?Entering, the pacific, oh so blue,Thousands of jellyfish, of many hues….Flying
fish led the way,From this prison, none would stray….Chow lines ringed the ship, all the long
day,Standing at tables, we ate that way….As soldiers regurgitated, in their trays,The swaying of
the ship slid it your way….Saltwater showers, soap, no lather,On the decks, friends, struggled, to
gather….On THAT RUSTING CRATE, there were no latrines….!“Oh My God”, I heard someone
scream….!Sweltering holes, in the bowels of the ship,Personal space just did not
exist….Stacked four high, on canvass cots,Swaying of sea, stomachs in knots….The man above



you empties his guts,Drenched in vomit, just your luck….Wiping yourself, with your last
towel,Thanking God, it be not, his bowels….Every day, they broke up fights,Hoping no one,
pulled a knife….Quarters too cramped, nerves too frayed,To keep the peace, our Chaplains
prayed….!Boredom became everyone’s enemy,Gambling, not considered obscenity….Not
much to do, see or read,A fight or two, to make them bleed….!One day, all fought for the
rails,Excitement!, the carcass of a whale….In its center, a huge, bloody crater,Feeding
Albatrosses was “Mother Nature”….Across the ocean, we plodded along,Of Terra Firma, we did
long….Ten long days and nights, at sea,No gravy, in this damned navy….There was no laundry,
on the boat,We tied our fatigues, to a rope….Across the water, they would skip,Saltwater
stained, as they dripped….No room at the bow, but….we attempted PT,Like the Macarena,
barely, could touch our knees….By the numbers, one, two, three, four,“Tell the people, what she
wore”….Only peanut brittle, sold at the ships store,Boxes of “Pecos Pete”, we did
hoard….“Crunch, crunch, crunch”, became an annoying sound,One more bite, we’d go twelve
rounds….!On clear nights, a movie, some saw,Only a small unit, could answer that call….Too
many men, for all to see,A sudden downpour, our first fatality….!A trooper asleep, on a lower
deck,The stairwell crowded, getting wet….Unknowingly, a soldier leapt,Landing full force,
crushing his chest….!No space, so into the brig, his body went,No air-conditioning to purge
deaths scent..Suddenly all was quiet, not a sound,The engines failed, our hearts did
pound….For a solid day, we were adrift,CHAPTER 3USNS General Leroy EltingeWe departed
Fort Campbell and Campbell Army Air-Field by civilian commercial aircraft, on the evening of 6
July 1965. I was somewhat surprised the Air Force wasn’t doing the transport, but after all, what
did a peon like me really know. The flight to San Francisco went smoothly, and it reminded me of
being in a bar in Hop-Town (Hopkinsville, Kentucky) on a Friday or Saturday night.Our duffle
bags were stowed and we boarded the plane carrying only our standard issued service-rifle, the
M-16. Upon entering the aircraft, we were greeted by several truly beautiful Stewardesses. I
mean they were knock-out gorgeous beauties. In those days there was no such thing as equal
opportunity; being a natural beauty was a prerequisite of the job.Once the flight leveled off, most
of the troopers never did; they were in love at first sight. The local bars normally had one or two
waitresses who generally were married and had a boyfriend on the side, sometimes even the
bartender. Most of the time there were a few dozen drunken troopers, each of them thinking they
were the best looking of the bunch, and each of them thinking they would be the only one that
would win her heart and take her home for the night. This flight wasn’t much different and
troopers didn’t necessarily need booze to be struck by the love bug. But for the most part,
leaders kept things under control until the lights went out and they finally dozed off. While others
slept, some played cards, some shot dice, and after the lights were dimmed, the booze came
out. Troopers were trading their wings for the stewardess’ wings, phone numbers, etc. A couple
of them were just as wild as the paratroopers on board. No, this wasn’t Spirit Airlines, but the
plane was definitely full of free spirits. This also was the first time I had ever heard of the Mile
High Club. The girls were very nice about the whole situation, and although they were probably



used to getting some attention, I seriously doubt they had ever experienced a prior flight with
over a hundred young virile men as passengers at one time. Some let their hair down as much
as the men and it was a fun flight. Perhaps the stewardesses realized many of the men would
never return. This flight was special in more ways than one, as their next one might be an angel
flight.By the end of the flight, a real special bond had developed between us all. As we
approached the exit, the stewardesses were lined up and adorned with pinned on 101st
patches, name tapes, cloth jump wings, and even some metal jump wings. One of the
stewardesses was even wearing one of the trooper’s dog tags. The troopers proudly wore the
lipstick imprints on their cheeks from being kissed by a stewardess. As they left the aircraft, just
about every trooper received a kiss or a hug, along with lots of good luck wishes. A few of the
well-wishers had real tears running down their cheeks.Next we took buses to Oakland Army
terminal, where we were greeted by an Army Band, Red Cross Donut Dollies who were
dispensing coffee and doughnuts, and a ship sitting dockside, bearing the name USNS General
LeRoy Eltinge on its bow. It was nice of the Red Cross to volunteer their time to see us off and
provide some small but special treats; it was a totally unexpected surprise and appreciated
gesture. This was my first contact with a Donut Dolly; I had never heard that expression before.
We mingled around, drinking some coffee while waiting the word to board.The USNS General
LeRoy Eltinge was first launched in September of 1944 and already was over 20 years old. It
was solid grey in color and was not in the best of shape. In fact, I cannot recall anything inside or
outside on this relic that wasn’t grey. The rumor was it had recently been taken out of mothballs
for this mission. Without a doubt, it had seen better days when it was used primarily as a cargo
and troop carrier vessel. It measured 522 feet, 10 inches long, and had a beam of 71 feet, 6
inches. After we loaded onto the boat, the deck quickly became crowded. An unidentified
trooper from Arizona remarked, “Gee, I wonder what battle General Eltinge lost to have it named
after him?” A voice from the crowded deck informed him, “He was Custer’s S-2.” The S-2 of all
Army units, from battalion on up, is the intelligence section. It has been suggested by some
historians that George Custer, a respected U.S. Army officer and cavalryman, suffered a
disastrous defeat in The Battle of Little Bighorn against a coalition of Native American Indian
tribes, partially due to inadequate intelligence-gathering (reconnaissance) and his failure to
heed the warnings of his Crow scouts. In the Army, every infantry soldier learns the acronym
SAULTE, which stands for size, activity, unit, location, time, and equipment.Author note: See
Annex A for Movement Order and list of original Boat Troopers.We departed in early evening
and passed under the Golden Gate Bridge into the bay. The wind was blowing and I was struck
by how cool it was, especially since this was July on the west coast. I quickly went to put on my
field jacket, and returned to see a last glimpse of the United States. Our unit was housed five or
six floors/decks down, where we slept on canvas cots stacked four high and about 18 inches
apart. Every morning, except for the cleanup detail, all others had to go up top to the main deck.
It didn’t take long to realize how over-crowded the Eltinge was, I suppose to keep the unit intact.
There were thousands of troopers and I could hardly move as some men played cards, shot dice



or slept while others smoked and joked.The overcrowded USNS General LeRoy Eltinge enroute
to Cam Ranh Bay. Courtesy of LTC Billy R. Robbins (USA Ret)The chow line ran all over the
boat, up and down stairs, through doorways or whatever the navy calls them. About half way
there I was totally lost and by talking with the men around me, found we were all in the same
boat. Every door, stairs and hallway all looked the same and everything was painted Navy Deck
Grey. The chow line was continuous because as soon as breakfast was over, they started
serving lunch, and then supper. Upon arrival, we entered this big room and went through the
chow line. The room was made entirely of steel; there was poor circulation and it was hot as hell.
Not only were the cooks sweating profusely, but so were the walls. Once through the chow line,
we ate standing since the tables were about the width of the tray and chest high. The boat was
rocking; those that were finished eating looked like they were ice skating on the wet slippery
floor, with one man falling on his fourth point of contact (buttocks) as they were leaving. Trays
were sliding off the make shift tables that were held up by two-by-fours. A trooper on the other
side of the room turned around and barfed all over the floor. This caused some of the troopers to
start laughing, but caused another to barf. Even on jumps there is always one or two that get sick
and other troopers are quick to seize the moment to mess with them. One man hollered out,
“Barf in the tray so we can save the big pieces.” Oh this place sure didn’t smell like a mother’s
kitchen at all. Yeah, this man’s Merchant Marines were a real class act and I suppose they
perceived it to be a four or five star dining facility. Some men resorted to skipping meals, but real
men would have none of that, so they just dealt with it and drove on to the airborne objective as
trained to do so many times. Our hard times and hardships were only the beginning of what
would lay ahead for us.One day I reported to the kitchen for my Kitchen Police (KP) duty. A cook
handed me a small knife, took me to this huge room (hole) and said, “Get peeling!” I couldn’t
believe the sight before me—this huge room, the size of a whole house, was filled with potatoes
from floor to ceiling, and there were a couple dozen troopers already at work. At least back at
Fort Campbell there were actual potato peelers. I’m not even sure a potato farmer has seen that
many spuds in one place before. We sat on big steel cooking pots, and as we peeled them we
threw the potatoes into another pot filled with water. I was glad to see the day end, and the only
damn thing I learned was that thousands of men can devour a lot of damn spuds in one day.After
a couple days we received word that the showers were now open, so I stripped down to my
boxers, grabbed a towel and a bar of soap, and took off to beat the crowd. On arrival, all the
shower heads were already taken. As I waited for my turn, the troopers in the showers were
lathering up when suddenly they began cursing and bitching because the soap would not rinse
off. The soap just became a white paste all over them from the salt water, as if they were
smeared with toothpaste. Some had it all in their hair, a couple all over their arms, and one of
them even all over his private parts. I thought, “Oh shit, I’m not getting in there.” There were a few
serious troopers waiting and making comments like, “Why won’t it rinse off?” and as someone
entered the room, “What’s going on?” I felt elated now by not being the first to arrive and I began
to see the humor of the situation at hand. I jokingly told a black trooper from my squad by the



named of Private First Class David T. Rogers, who was tall, thin, lanky and always was a happy-
go-lucky soldier, “Hey Rogers, you look good man.” He still found a smile even though the rest
were some unhappy campers. I beat feet out of there. We weren’t sure if this was some kind of
joke by the Merchant Marines or an honest mistake. They turned on the water every other day for
showers and the next time issued us soap that worked in salt water. As they say, just another day
in this man’s Army.John T. Humphries took us to the bow of the boat one morning for physical
training, but due to the rough seas, that idea was quickly abandoned to prevent any injuries. The
up and down motion of the boat was throwing us around the deck like rag dolls, requiring some
quick PLFs (Parachute landing falls). Our platoon sergeant, whom everyone just called John T.,
was a slightly rotund Korea war veteran. His appearance was deceptive, however, as he made
the daily runs and kept up with the best troopers. I recall one time shortly after arrival we were
training on hand and arm signals, when he caught a man not paying attention and jumped in his
shit like he was a drop zone. The trooper told the platoon sergeant that he already had this
training in his previous unit. Whoa trooper…wrong answer! John T. said he didn’t give a damn
what he learned in his previous unit and he was going to learn 3rd platoon’s arm and hand
signals. There was absolutely no question who the MMFIC (main mother fuc-er in charge) was
of this unit.I was 20 years old at the time and viewed Platoon Sergeant Humphries as being
really old. In making contact with him some 40 years later, I asked how old he was back then. I
was shocked when he told me he was thirty five. There’s a lot more than beauty held in the eye
of the beholder. He passed away before I could hook up with him for a visit. At the time, I wrote
the following:PSG John T. Humphries, Qui Nhon, October 1965.John T. Humphries recently
soared from the mandatory muster we all must answer to. “Jumping” John T. was an Ibu and
original Abu going back to 1952. He had Abu tattooed on his left calf and was our Platoon
Sergeant when we deployed to Vietnam on the USNS Eltinge in July of 1965.We were fortunate
to have a leader with combat experience from the 187th Regimental Combat Team in Korea. As
John T. honed our skills we became a fighting force to be reckoned with by our
enemies.“Jumping” John T. Humphries went from the wings of eagles to the wings of angels on
26 April 2007. May this great eagle finally have found peace on a perch in heaven…that elusive
peace that evades a soldier while here on earth.~Written 23 July 2007, By Sgt. Galen G.
MitchellAfter the PT fiasco on deck, someone pointing forward of the boat and its bow hollered,
“Look…flying fish!” Several of us made our way to him and were astonished to see fish flying
through the air out in front of the boat, way ahead of where the boat was breaking water. I
observed it for quite some time, not because of something never seen before, but because of
the tranquility and quality of the time. The experience was enhanced by the wind blowing clean
fresh salt air into my face. I would return there several times during this cruise and on one
occasion even saw dolphins running with the boat in a somewhat playful gesture.As we moved
along it became warmer and downright hot as the trip grew longer. The bowels of the boat where
we slept became too hot with stinking stale air and everyone started sleeping on deck to escape
it. How we never lost a man overboard in the night was a surprise to me, since they slept on the



edge of the deck without even a safety rope or rail. This relic of a boat broke down enroute and
we just aimlessly floated around, bobbing up and down for about a day and a half until the
engine crew had it running again. We limped in or slowly made our way to Subic Bay in the
Philippines for repairs.Once there we were allowed to go ashore for a four hour period and
began exploring the Naval Base. Everyone pretty much ended up in the one or two bars located
on the base, because a bunch of paratroopers could find a bar faster than an alcoholic
bloodhound. We were putting down some local beers by the name of San Miguel’s, but the only
problem was they had twice as much, if not more, the alcohol content than did American beer.
After being pent up for some time, troopers do store up a lot of aggression, and if no one is
around to take it out on, they start fighting between units for entertainment. Fights broke out and
the bars started getting torn up, so they sent the Navy Shore Patrol to control us. That didn’t go
over too well; it ended in a standoff until our MP’s (military police) arrived and the base
commander ordered us to return to the boat. I suppose he gave our brass a piece of his mind.
We were confined to the boat for about two days until the repairs were made, and then our
luxury cruise continued. Chaplain Bowers stated to us, “Twelve years ago I rode this same ship
to Europe.” Now how’s that for a rugged cross to bear? First Sergeant Robert A. Press told us he
had made several trips across on troop carriers and this was the worst ship he had ever been
on.This luxury excursion is summed up best in the following poem, which is all factual, including
the trooper in the Brig.THAT RUSTING CRATE~A poem by Peter S. GriffinOrders were cut, the
men well trained,The 1st Brigade of 101st Airborne fame….3700 Paratroopers, all hand-
picked,To Viet Nam, they’d soon be shipped….In early July of 1965,At Oakland terminal, we did
arrive….Thoughts of combat, we had surmised,But not the hulk that met our eyes….“Donut
Dollies”, cheerfully, gave us their wares,As if to lessen, our growing fears….Donuts and coffee,
not enough to relieve,Life on land, we’d soon grieve….Moored to the dock, The “USNS
GENERAL LEROY ELTINGE”,On THAT RUSTINNG CRATE our lives would hinge….!A
mothballed troopship, of years gone by,Crossing on it, would we survive….?Was it seaworthy? ,
would it stay afloat….?Drowned in saltwater, our bodies would bloat….All envisioned a watery
grave,Against a shark, could you be brave….?Only 510 feet from bow to stern,Of personal
space, all would yearn….Fighting the crowd, to get to the rail,Bumping each other, like cows
corralled….Moored in place, for two long nights,Staring at the city’s lights….San Francisco, a
great place to be,But California, we had not come to see….Finally, we were underway,Passing
Alcatraz, along the way….Then, under the Golden Gate, we passed,Wondering, how long, this
voyage, to last….?Entering, the pacific, oh so blue,Thousands of jellyfish, of many hues….Flying
fish led the way,From this prison, none would stray….Chow lines ringed the ship, all the long
day,Standing at tables, we ate that way….As soldiers regurgitated, in their trays,The swaying of
the ship slid it your way….Saltwater showers, soap, no lather,On the decks, friends, struggled, to
gather….On THAT RUSTING CRATE, there were no latrines….!“Oh My God”, I heard someone
scream….!Sweltering holes, in the bowels of the ship,Personal space just did not
exist….Stacked four high, on canvass cots,Swaying of sea, stomachs in knots….The man above



you empties his guts,Drenched in vomit, just your luck….Wiping yourself, with your last
towel,Thanking God, it be not, his bowels….Every day, they broke up fights,Hoping no one,
pulled a knife….Quarters too cramped, nerves too frayed,To keep the peace, our Chaplains
prayed….!Boredom became everyone’s enemy,Gambling, not considered obscenity….Not
much to do, see or read,A fight or two, to make them bleed….!One day, all fought for the
rails,Excitement!, the carcass of a whale….In its center, a huge, bloody crater,Feeding
Albatrosses was “Mother Nature”….Across the ocean, we plodded along,Of Terra Firma, we did
long….Ten long days and nights, at sea,No gravy, in this damned navy….There was no laundry,
on the boat,We tied our fatigues, to a rope….Across the water, they would skip,Saltwater
stained, as they dripped….No room at the bow, but….we attempted PT,Like the Macarena,
barely, could touch our knees….By the numbers, one, two, three, four,“Tell the people, what she
wore”….Only peanut brittle, sold at the ships store,Boxes of “Pecos Pete”, we did
hoard….“Crunch, crunch, crunch”, became an annoying sound,One more bite, we’d go twelve
rounds….!On clear nights, a movie, some saw,Only a small unit, could answer that call….Too
many men, for all to see,A sudden downpour, our first fatality….!A trooper asleep, on a lower
deck,The stairwell crowded, getting wet….Unknowingly, a soldier leapt,Landing full force,
crushing his chest….!No space, so into the brig, his body went,No air-conditioning to purge
deaths scent..Suddenly all was quiet, not a sound,The engines failed, our hearts did
pound….For a solid day, we were adrift,
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Diane Moilanen, “I spent time with the 1/506th of the 101st Abn. Currahee's. Great and true to
fact both with time spent at Ft Campbell, and Vietnam. I eventually went to Vietnam with the
HERD, 173rd Airborne. The Airborne paved my way for a successful life in the civilian sector.
Thanks for you service, and keep a low profile. Airborne All The Way. Shotgun 173rd And
Diane's husband of 55yrs.  Great Read!!-”

Heavy Drop., “The 1st Battalion of the 327th was one of the finest units I served with in the Army.
I also served as LT of the third platoon of ABU from July1966 till after the first of the year in 1967.
I did not know the author Galen Mitchell but must have served with many of the men of ABU
company. I knew Lt New and also served as a company commander a couple years later in
Vietnam in the same Battalion as him. The 1st Battalion of the 327th was one of the finest units I
served with in the Army. I retired with over 20 years service and always look back at ABU
Company as the finest. Captain Jerry White was my Company commander. Very good book.”

Jim, “This book is first class. I was also a .... This book is first class. I was also a member of the
101st and deployed with the First Brigade in 1965. As I read this book I had the distinct feeling I
was sitting on my footlocker shining boots and listening to another Trooper talk about his
experiences. 1SG Mitchell has written a real page turner and I found myself going back chapters
at a time and re-reading the story. Some Authors add or subtract to keep a story "readable" for
their audience. You won't find that in this book, you will find as it happened facts. If you want to
know about the early days of the RVN war with the 101st then this is your history. Thanks for
putting it down and making it readable.”

Michael Herndon, “Great read!. Good read! Told from the view point of a career NCO who
served in Vietnam (101st Airborne) in the early days of US ARMY deployment to Vietnam.This
guy describes combat in all it's horror & grit from a hardcore NCOs perspective & does not hold
back! First Sergeant Mitchell also has an entirely different view of Colonel David Hackworth
than do many others, which I found most revealing!If you like action packed, yet good history as
well, buy this book!”

Kenney, “good stories of nam. good stories of way was in nam. writer needs to understand most
who read theses stories know a lot about military lingo and does not need to continue explaining
things like weapons over and over. glad to see someone has the guts to bring out about ole
Hackworth.  not a leader just a cover guy shame someone get by with all he did.”

David Gallia, “Very good book. This book is a gripping account of the war, the army, the 101st
Airborne / Airmobile Division and one troopers life. The first hand experiences during actual
combat are expressed very well. The frustration caused by the mistakes in leadership come



through clearly.”

SDBruck, “Good book. Very good read- gives a real perspective on what our soldiers went
through during the Vietnam conflict. Thanks to all of you who gave it all and to those who gave
their lives for our country in the prime of their life.”

Robert C. Hudson, “Bob Hudson. Fate Unknown was an exceptional read for me. Having been a
platoon leader in C Company, 2nd Battalion (Abn), 327th Infantry which was a sister battalion to
1/327 I could strongly relate to dates, places, events and some of the names in the book. Like
the author, I went over on the Eltinge. It does an excellent job of conveying what it was like to be
in combat in the rice paddies and jungles of Vietnam as an infantry soldier....physically,
psychologically and emotionally.”

Rich Stokoe, “Great read. Totally absorbing book . I enjoyed the the personal stories and
friendships which popped up throughout the book . A great insight to what it like leading an M60
squad in the Vietnam war .”

david franklin, “Great read. Great story about a normal man who joins the USA army great read
about what went on in Vietnam vert close to the mark”

E B Philipson, “true side of war. enjoyed this from first to last Galen puts you there with him and
his gun dealing with the heat and wet of the jungle”

The book by Joe Graedon has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 103 people have provided feedback.
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